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TH-E 
The Newspaper For J'he Ithaca College Commuiiify 
GALA plans jeans day 
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance 
(GALA) is asking every student and 
staff member to wear a pair of blue 
jeans this Tuesday, April 12 to show 
support for lesbian and gay rights. 
Panel discusses 
AIDS epidemic 
· Past history 
The first blue jeans day was held by 
Rutgers University in 1982. Since 
then, many gay student organizations 
have effectively used this program to 
· bring about awareness on their college 
campuses. This is the first time the ,. 
event will be held at Ithaca College. 
The fact that practically everybody 
owns a pair of blue jeans is a fact that 
did not go unnoticed by GALA when .. 
choosing this program. "Nobody has --
to really do anything to show _their 
support. All they have to do is get 
dressed that day the way they normal-
ly would" says Michael Kusek, pre:,i-
dent of GALA. 
Supporting gay rights 
"It is very important for students 
to realize that if they wear blue jeans 
Tuesday, nobody is going to think 
they are gay or lesbian. Wearing blue 
jeans hat day shows one's support of 
gay rights. That's all," Kusek adds. 
"On Tuesday students are going to 
make a decision whether to wear blue 
jeans in support of GALA or if they 
will not wear blue jeans. By not wear- . 
ing blue jeans that person will also be 
making a statt;ment," says Mark Jar- -
ros, a GALA member. 
A forum on gay and lesbian issues 
will be held in Textor 101 Tuesday 
night at 7:30. Ithaca College and Cor-
nell faculty members will be speaking. 
Scott Gorenstein 
SUPPORT: IC students are asked to wear blue jeans this Tuesday, April 
12, in support of gay and lesbian rights. 
Whalen declares tomorrow 
as Bicentennial Day at IC 
President James J. Whalen has the nation's governing document, is 
declared tomorrow, April 8, free and open to the public. 
"Bicentennial Day" at Ithaca College. Since 1953 Kurland had taught at 
"It is especially important that, as the Univesity of Chicago, where he is 
an institution committed to the notion the William R. Keenan Jr. distinguish-
that ~very graduate possess a ed service professor. 
knowledge of our cultural heritage, we "His opinions are highly respected 
set aside a time to celebrate the true by the legal community," says Ken-
meaning of the Constitution,'' neth Lehrman, coordinator of the 
Whalen says. College's Constitution observances. 
Among the planned events is the "Though generally considered a 
planting of a white pine as a "living constitutional conservative, he 
memorial" to Native Americans for testified last fall against Robert Bork's 
Review since 1960. 
· In addition to teaching, Kurland 
has served as a consultant to the sub-
committee on separation of powers of 
the Senate Judiciary Comnutiee, and 
as a consultant to the justice depart-
ment. Among other honors, he has 
been awarded a Guggenheim 
Fellowship and named a fellow of the 
American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences. He is the father of Julie 
Kurland, who graduated from IC in 
1985. 
BY BARRY RITZ 
"Upon inspecting the statistics, one 
gets a true understanding of the mor-
tality and morbidity of the AIDS pro-
blem," New York State Commis-
sioner of Health Dr. David Axelrod 
said at a panel discussion last Thurs-
daynight, on the eve of i..esb1an, 
Gay and Bisexual Awareness 
Month 
Cornell president Frank H.T. 
Rhodes was the moderator of the 
Bailey Hall forum, which attracted 
over 800 people, as well as newsteams 
from WIXT, Channel 9 Syracuse, and 
also CableNewscenter 7. 
The panelists, Dr. Halfdan Mahler, 
director-general of the World Health 
Organization (WHO), Dr. Samuel 
Thier, president of the Institute of 
Medicine, and the National Academy 
of Sciences, and Dr. Axelrod all ex-
pressed deep concern with regard to 
the past, present, and future of AIDS 
research and treatment. 
These policy makers demonstrated 
the need for a cohesive and consistent 
po)icy on the state, national, and 
~ worldwide levels to deal with the 
i,.. multi-faceted problems posed by the 
~ AIDS epidemic. 
~ The three had spent the last day-
and-a-half on the Cornell campus, 
holding discussions, meeting with 
faculty, and visiting classes, in an ef-
fort to share their considerable ~ 
knowledge with the school 
community. 
Then, at a 4:30 press conference, 
the experts established the high risk 
candidates for AIDS as those engag-
ing in anal sex, intravenous drug use, 
promiscuous habits, or sexual activi-
ty with prostitutes who have high rates 
of intravenous drug use. 
At the· 7:30 discussion, they ex-
panded on these points, and presented 
ne.w statistics and accounts which 
dramafued the blatant shortcoming of 
current policy. 
AIDS, which on various occasions 
has been called a modern plague, 
God's divine retribution to sinners and 
medicine's greatest challenge has kill-
ed 30,000 Americans since 1981. 
Initiating the discussion, Rhodes 
identified AIDS as, "The most serious 
threat to our health as a nation and 
world." He continued, "Reactions to 
AIDS involve some of the most per-
sonal issues of human life." 
In this opening address, Rhodes 
provided some horrifying statistics 
and followed with the projection that, 
by the year 1991, it is estimated that 
the total cost of AIDS will have ex-
ceeded $22 billion. 
In 1987 alone, AIDS research and 
education has cost $494 million, 
Rhodes said. The cost of treatment, 
he added, exceeds $80 thousand per 
patient and is constantly increasing. 
He addressed the ethical and moral 
elements by questioning, "How do we 
balance the rights of these suffering 
versus the safety of t1'e public?" 
The first panelist to speak was Dr. 
Halfdan Mahler, who has been forc-
ed to bear the brunt of the pressure 
resulting from the worldwide anxiety 
surrounding the disease. For example, 
there was a period toward the end of 
1986 when a number of nations were 
planning to legislate mandatory AIDS 
testing in order to gain entry into the 
country. 
In response to this motion, WHO 
organized a research team to deter-
mine if such a plan would prevent the 
spread of HIV, the human im-
munodeficiency virus that is thought 
to trigger AIDS. Their findings in-
dicated that a carrier's use of public 
transportation, restrooms, pools etc., 
did not increase the risk for the public 
at large, and that the mass testing 
would be no more than an un-
necessary inconvenience and expense. 
Another problem highlighted by 
Mahler is the recent development of 
each WHO dollar being spread across 
such a wide spectrum of policy and 
program needs, intensified by the 
AIDS situation. 
"I feel with great fanaticism that 
AIDS must not deprioritize concerns 
with other diseases,".he said, noting 
that, "Over 1 million children will 
die of malaria. this year." 
. While both his fellow panelists at-
tacked the United States for their lack 
of commitment to producing solu-
tions, Mahler praised this nation's ef-
forts, stating, "I personally feel that 
the United States has set a tremendous 
example for the world to follow in the 
provision of accurate information to 
the public." 
However, according to Dr. Thier, 
what we are seeing is a series of in-
dependent operations t~_[ to func2 
see AIDS page 4 
their contribution to the United nomination to the Supreme Court. In 
States' cultural heritage. This will take fact, Kurland himself was reputed to 
place tomorrow at 10am in front of have been on Gerald Ford's list of ALS holds a Latin Weekend 
the Campus Center. potential nominees to the bench,'' 
At 4pm, Venitt Terrace (the Lehrman says. 
speaker's area in front of the Campus After earning his law degree from 
Center), will be dedicated as a first- Harvard University in 1944, Kurland 
amendment/free speech forum in served for two years as a law clerk to 
honor of Raymond Kaaret, Professor · Supreme Court Justice Felix 
Emeritus of politics. Frankfurter. A stint as an attorney in 
"I deeply appreciate the work of the U.S. Department of Justice_ was 
assistant prof~r.· of politics Kenneth followed by four years in private prac-
Lehnnan and a number of students in tice, after which he began teaching law 
developing these programs and in at Northwestern University at 
bringing Ithaca the distinction of be- Chicago. 
ing.named a Bicentennial Campus," Kurland has written extensively on 
Whalen adds. the Supreme Court and the Constitu-
Constitutional scholar Philip tion. His books include Religion and 
Kurland will speak on "What the the Law,· 7J,e Great Charter,· Felix 
Founders Thought They Had Done," Frankfurter on the Supreme QJurt; 
· , fp1QOn'Dw;8' 7pm in Textor 101; iihe . and The Founders' OJnstilutiof!. He 
1 , • .---~ c:onterilingtheanteeeaerits()f, ':'has.a1.4o'tieaiedit6r'ofSup,i,,,eCouri , · 
BY STEPHANIE KURTZMAN 
Out of the 55 percent of Puerto 
Rican and Chicano Americans who 
graduate from high school, 25 percent 
will enter college and only seven per-
cent will complete it. Out of the 83 
percent of whites who graduate, 38 
percent will enter college and 23 per-
cent will complete it. 
"[For Hispanics], the picture is a 
pretty bleak one," said economist 
Carlos Santiago after offering these 
statistics at a roundtable discussion he 
led on "Hispanic Students in Anglo 
Colleges" last Saturday evening in the 
Campus Center Pub. 
. Santiago, a professor of. economy 
at Wayne State' ·uruvei;siiy in-
Michigan, was invited to lecture at IC 
as part of Latin Weekend, which was 
sponsored by the Afro-Latin Soc1ety 
(ALS). 
However, the lecture became a 
roundtable discussion due to poor at-
tendence. Seven students and no ad-
ministrators were there. 
Hector Velez, professor of the 
sociology at IC and AlS advisor, was 
angry about the lack of student and 
administration attendence. 
"It makes a statement about the 
type of interest directed at Hispanic 
matters [at Jq,'' Velez said. 
But considering that Latin 
Weekend· took -place -on the same 
weekend as Easter and Passover, he 
said, "I must admit it is a bad 
weekend.'' 
Santiago said that one reason why 
Hispanics have lower educational at: 
tainment is that elementary and high 
school teachers have lower expecta-
tions of them than they do of whites. 
"Hispanics are led into non-
academic tracks in high school," he 
explained. Also, since today's genera-
tion of hiBh school and college-aged 
Hispanics are often the first college 
generation of their families, Santiago 
said that Hispanic Parents also have 
low academic expectations of their 
children. 
Hispanic children I are more see Latin. page 3 
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''No matter how 
bad they are, 
Grandma loves 
tohearthe 
latest jokes.,, 
April 7, 1988 
You miss her sparkling 
sense of humor. She misses 
you and your jokes. Even the 
bad ones. That's one good 
reason to call long distance. 
AT&T Long Distance Service 
is another good reason. Be-
cause it costs less than you 
think to hear your grand-
mother start to giggle be-
fore you even get to the 
punch line. 
So whenever you miss 
her laughter, bring a smile 
to her fac~ with AT&T. Reach 
out and touch someone~ 
If you'd like to know more 
about AT&T products and 
services, like the AT&T Card, 
call us at 1 800 222-0300. 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
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Students spend time in wheelchairs 
BY JERILYN VELOOF 
"You look at ev~ryone in the 
navel," says sophomore physical 
therapy major, Michelle Gibbons, 
about her experience in a wheelchair 
for about a half-hour last week. 
"It seemed like everybody that 
looked my way was looking down at 
that 'poor little crippled girl' with a pi-
ty smile on their faces." 
Gibbons is part of a class called 
special populations ,offered by the 
school of health, physical education 
and recreation. Througbout last week, 
each student in the class spent a few 
hours in a wheelchair. 
"This is an assignment to make [the 
students] more aware of unseen or un-
thought of things that affect the han-
dicapped everyday," explains the 
teacher of special "pops," associate 
professor of health, physical educa-
tion and recreation, Sarah Rich. 
"Never before had I thought that 
being in a wheelchair would 
mean ... that for each trip I would take, 
a mental map would have to be made 
in order to avoid stairs, steep hills, or 
impassable walkways," says another 
student in the class, Jennifer Nevins. 
Tilting sidewalks, wind, rain, the 
bumps on the floor at many doors, 
metal bars separating many double-
doors, small bathroom stalls, and un-
comfortable stares were some of the 
other problems these students 
encountered. 
"It was terrible! It was really win-
dy and the chair was blowing in all 
directions," says physical therapy 
sophomore Jeanne Lippots. "I was 
afraid at the hiils and bumps all over 
the place. It takes a lot out of you and 
makes you so tired." 
"Most buildings are hard to get 
inter-especially with the bars between 
the double doors," says freshman 
physical therapy major Beth Geren. 
'' A lot of doorways just aren't wide 
enough," Gibbons says, "and the 
bathrooms aren't wide enough at all. 
All the doorways have a bwnp and it's 
so hard to get the wheelchair over it. 
Also, all the sidewalks slope so the 
water slides off them and the 
wheelc~air keeps going off." 
Affirmative action officer Francine 
Montemurro says that most buildings 
are accessible but "not very comfor-
tably accessible.'' There is now a law 
for federal funding which affected the 
handicapped accessibility design of 
Smiddy Hall and the Campus Center, 
she says. · 
Students did find that Smiddy and 
the Campus Center were the most ac-
cessible buildings on campus although 
problems still occurred. 
ROGANS CORNER PRESENTS· 
"In passing through the pub, we 
were forced to clear a pathway 
• through ihe· tables and chairs .. .in 
order to reach the ramp on the other 
side," Nevins says. "I cqµ!d o..Ql~l_!>.Q. 
to think how humiliated a wheelchair-
bound individual must feel· when 
situations such as this are 
encountered." 
"Passerbyers would stare at me, as 
if to try to diagnose my disability, or 
even worse, would catch my glance 
and immediately pretend that I wasn't 
there ... others were excessively friendly 
and helpful, as if acting out of pity,'' 
she continues. 
"Honestly, I was embarrassed to be 
seen in the chair feeling so low and 
GREAT MOMENTS 
IN PIZZA HISTORY 
IN 1968, HARPO ''THE BLLIR 11 
ROGAN SETS A NEW LAND SPEED 
RECORD FOR PIZZA DELIVER'# 
(CLOCKING IN AT 19 MINS AND 
24 SEC) WHILE RIPING HIS FUEL 
INJECTED ''THUNDERBOLT 
CRUSTCRUISER. 11 
ROGANSCORNER 
FAST, FREE, PIZZA DELWERY 
273-6006 
helpless," Wendy Shaeffer says. 
Because I was close to the ground I 
developed a sense of inferiority and 
from looking up, my neck began to 
hurt." 
Although no one at the affirmative 
action office or admissions could 
release information on the number of 
physically Handicapped students at 
Ithaca College, Rich says that she 
doesn't think that many prospective 
students who are handicapped would 
be too enthusiastic about coming here 
after visiting the campus in their 
wheelchairs. 
"I realized that if I was really con-
fined to a wheelchair I would not want 
to come here," confirms Marybeth 
Progno. Nevins too has the same feel-
ing. "I found that Ithaca College itself 
has extremely limited facilities for the 
handicapped," she says. -- - -
A map provided by the affirmative 
actions office shows that most 
buildings have some sort of handicap-
ped access and most academic 
buildings have handicapped parking. 
There are also handicapped 
bathrooms in most academic 
buidings. Ford Hall has neither of 
these three features and the new Cam-
pus Center does not have a handicap-
ped bathroom. 
Rich added that if a student confin-
ed to a wheelchair were to register for 
a course given on an inaccessible floor 
the class would be changed to a bet-
ter location. 
Latin-----
from page I 
culturally and historically expected to 
contribute money to their families 
than are white children, Velez added. 
Therefore they are often encouraged 
to get jobs so they can help the fami-
ly rather than complete high school or 
college. 
In addition, Santiago noted that 
bilingual education programs for 
Spanish-speaking high school students 
are not college track, and therefore 
bilingual students are often left behind 
their solely English-speaking counter-
parts. "It's a rough world in terms of 
academia," he said. 
All of this leads to the fact that 
these Puerto Rican and Chicano 
Hispanics, who do not perform as 
well in school, earn proportionally less 
than Whites, Santiago explained. 
"Minorities are increasing their 
position in the total society," he said. 
But even though the number of 
Hispanic minorities in the United 
States is increasing, the academic 
society is "just as Anglo." 
The jobs that Hispanics are led in-
to do not pay as well as the more pro-
f essional jobs that Whites are push-
ed toward, he said. "They make less 
because their output is priced lower." 
ALS also held a Latin Food Taster 
last Friday afternoon in the ALS 
room in the West Tower lobby. Tradi-
tional Columbian, Puerto Rican, 
Perubian and Dominican main dishes 
were served, as well as traditional 
Hispanic desserts. Friday night, a 
Latin-style dance took place in the 
pub. The weekend was finished off 
with a show by the Borinquen Dance 
Company, who performed traditional 
Hispanic Dances in the pub. 
Maria Delgado, who helped 
organize the weekend, explained that 
the theme of Latin Weekend was "ar-
riba y arribe ire," which means "up 
and up we go." 
She said that the goal of the 
weekend was to "bring all the 
Hispanics [at IC] together," and to 
''make them feel proud of what they 
- 14 THE ITHACAN :April 7, 1988 
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World News Focal Polnt---By Alison Lee 
Children miss 
school due to 
cult rumors 
In Macomb, Mississippi most 
parents kept their children home from 
school last Thursday due to rumors 
that there was a satanic cult thriving 
in their area that was planning on 
sacrificing a virgin to their dark god. 
The police were hunting the area for 
the ritual site, only to find nothing. 
Despite the panic, police and school 
officials claimed that after much in-
vestigation there was no evidence to 
support the rumors. 
13,000 land 
in ·panama 
The first of 1,300 U.S. troops land-
ed in Panama Tuesday to give support 
to the failing strike. Although the 
- ~ 
BY RO!!_ GIJCKLER 
Written from wire services 
strike has been broken, few people 
were seen in the shops in Panama Ci-
ty. The U.S. will send: 
- 500 Army Military Police from Fort 
Bragg, NC, and Fort Meade, MD 
--350 Army aviators from Fort Ord, 
California 
--300 Marines from the 6th Expedi-
tionary Brigade, Camp Lejeune, NC 
--150 Air Force security police and 
dog patrol squads from Florida, New 
Mexico and North Carolina 
Marlin Fitzwater, a Whitehouse 
spokesperson, claims that the troops 
are being sent to "reinforce security 
efforts in Panama" and has made it 
clear that the troops are not being sent 
to overthrow the government. 
Six killings in 
·Israeli occupied · 
territories 
Saturday, April 2 marked the worst 
death toll in a single day of the upris-
ings in the Israeli occupied territories 
in the past four months. 
There were six killings in all. Three 
of them were in the same family. 
In the Gaza strip the three family 
members were killed in a clash bet-
ween the Palestinians and the Israeli 
army. The Palestinians claim that two 
plainclothed Israeli army officers tried 
to arrest a Palestinian youth, but the 
Israelis claim that several soldiers were 
attacked by a Palestinian armed with 
an axe, and that the killings were sole-
ly in self-defense. The Israelis also 
claim that a gang of Palestinian 
youths also continued to throw knives 
at the Israeli soldiers as they patrolled. 
_ The reports on the number of 
wounded also conflicted: the Israelis 
claiming only two while the Palesti-
nians claiming 13. 
The other deaths occurred in the 
West Bank; one outside Bethlehem in 
a protest in the market, another in 
Beit Liqya, just north of Jerusalem, 
and another in nearby Deir al Sudan. 
The death toll since Dec. 8 has reach-
ed 133 Palestinians and one Israeli 
soldier. 
Question: What do you think_-0f the Palestinian 
Israeli situation? - · 
Carrie LaZarre 
TV/R - '88 
Being Jewish, I used to side all the 
way with the Israelis - but now know-
ing the kind of hell the Palestinians 
are going through, I don't think I can 
be so hard on a race of people who 
are trying desperately to secure a 
homelanrt 
Ron Travisano 
Cinema - '88 
Apathy. 
AID-S-------
from page 1 
tion in equilibrium. "In the past," he 
explained," this was fine. However 
the AIDS phenomenon has exposed 
the cracks in the system." 
He spoke of the increasing cost of 
AIDS directly to the public, revealing 
that in the early stages of the 
epidemic, 85 percent of the patients 
had their own insurance, while in 
1988, more than half are being treated 
with tax-funded Medicaid dollars. 
There is also a great deal of confu-
sion with regard to how the AIDS pa-
tient qualifies for the benefits. For in-
. stance, Medicare has a clause that the 
patient must live two years after the 
disease has been identified to qualify. 
However, it has become painfully 
clear that the majority of these pa-
tients do not survive for nearly that 
long. 
He maintained that there is a cur-
rent vacuum in credibility, and that 
any fact or fantasy becomes reality. 
He cited the period when treatment . 
with the drug Serium was believed to -
have had measurable beneficial ef-
fects. When it was finally put through 
the extensive battery of tests, it was 
found that the drug actually increas-
ed the rate of deterioration. 
- Finally, he spoke of the Reagan 
Administration's failure to unite all 
the different AIDS efforts into one ef-
fective body. "I view this with great 
sorrow," he said. 
"My sense is that there will be no 
national program until next year,'' a 
comment which the crowd greeted 
with laughter and applause, since it 
was understood that he was implying 
that the problem has not and will not 
be appropriately dealt with by the 
Reagan White House. 
David Axelrod, the New York State 
Health Commissioner has a special 
concern with AIDS, since this state 
produces nearly 75 percent of the na-
tion's 50,000 cases. His figures reveal-
ed that AIDS is now the leading cause 
of death amongst New York City 
black males, and second leading cause 
of death for white males between the 
ages of 20 and 29. 
He-revealed tlfo fact that although 
there are three to four hundred new 
cases of AIDS being reported every 
month in New York, the number of 
dying patients exceeds that. "'In 
essence, we are seeing the history of 
the disease developing before eyes." 
Like Dr. Thier, Axelrod declared, 
"We have a problem of enonnous 
proportions, and it must be address-
ed by a national committee." 
travenous drug users, was a focal 
point of the panelists. They claim that 
the most important aspect of this pro-
gram would not simply be the provi-
sion of drug paraphanelia, but rather 
the opportunity for these users to 
receive counseling. 
When asked why it took so long for 
the nation to act in combating the 
disease, a potential controversy was 
. diffused when Axelrod explained, 
''The mild response back in 1981 
came as a result of the desire to deal 
with it as it was understood, which 
was as a non-infectuous disease." 
Dr. Thier's response to one stu-
dent's quesiton about the future of 
AIDS policy if Bush inherits the oval 
office was indicative of how serious 
this national authority has come to 
view the problem. "I believe the next 
president will not have the option of 
deciding whether to have a national 
policy or not." 
John Barrile 
Cinema - '89 
I'm not sure, I've been too busy to 
really be paying attention to it. 
Andrea Sacco 
Telecomm. mgt . .. '88 
I think it's a dismal situation and in 
order for something productive to 
happen the Israeli's should give up 
the West Bank. 
PARAJAY'S SPRING IN THE CITY SALE 
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A question and·. answer· period 
followed the individual presentations, 
and more controversial issues ·were 
raised. The free needles and syringes 
program, which has been -~- ,.-1 ... 
for implementation among in-
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OAR helps prisoners 
lead productive lives 
AlsQ _supports ex-prisoners 
For many people, the isolation, passivity, and 
threatening environment of a county jail can lead 
to destruction. However, there is help. 
Since 1976, Offender Aid and Restoration 
(OAR), located at403 N. Plain St., has been the 
only Tompkins County agency to focus on 
assisting the Tompkins County Jail population. 
OAR helps prisoners and ex-prisoners improve 
their chances of becoming productive members 
of the community. 
"The incarceration usually makes ex-prisoners 
less likely to find the resources they need to find 
a job or adequate housing after release," said 
Sara Shenk, client services coordinator at OAR. 
"We do everything we can to prevent someone 
from ending up in prison for the second or third 
time," she said. 
Shenk, who has been with OAR for almost 
four years, supervises the drop-in center and 
coordinates immediate assistance in the jail. 
"When there is a new prisoner in the jail, we im-
mediately check up on him or her and offer to 
do anything from running errands to getting the 
person a lawyer," Shenk said. 
But the prisoners do not have to use ther ser-
vices of OAR . .. It is all strictly voluntary," she 
said. "~embers of the prisoner's family may 
also participate if they wish." 
Shenk also participates in volunteer training · 
programs and helps supervise interns. 
"Right now we have about 35 volunteers who 
get paired off with one prisoner from the jail," 
Shenk said. This is called a "hook-up" and is 
usually for an hour, twice a week. The goal of 
the volunteer is to provide support and caring 
for the prisoner. This can include counseling on 
personal problems or help with funding for 
education, employment or housing. 
An important aspect of the OAR program is 
the bail fund service. "The bail system as it 
stands now is unfair," said bail fund coor-
dinator, Mary White. 
The bail fund, she explains, provides the less 
fortunate people in Tompkins County with equal 
justice. "The wealthy can bail themselves and the 
poor are placed in the jail pre-trial because there 
is nothing else they can do," White said. 
And while in jail, the defendant may lose his 
or her job or apartment, fall behind in school, 
drop out of_treatment programs and lose touch 
with family, friends and support systems. 
White has been with OAR for almost six 
months. Along with helping to provide bail fun-
ding, White does need assessments for new 
prisoners, speeds the process of assigning counsel 
and is responsible for the intake of the new 
prisoners in the Tompkins County jail. 
"It must be understood that accused is not 
guilty," White said. However, many people in 
the community feel that OAR should protect the 
citizens from the danger the defendant poses to 
Tompkins County. While OAR understands the 
fears of the community, it feels it is the respon-
sibility.of the judge to protest the people by set-
ting the amount of bail. 
"We can only bail Tompkins County residents· 
whose bails do not exceed $1,000," White saiq, 
and then only if the accused has been a resident 
of Tompkins County for a minimum of three 
years and has a co..signer to accept liability for 
any forfeited bail. 
Although many Tompkins County residents 
are skeptical about the value of OAR, funding 
is not a major problem. OAR receives county 
and state funding along with donations. 
"Many of the volunteers also do fundraisers 
to come up with the bail fund money," White 
said. And although OAR of Tompkins County 
is not a member of a national organization, it 
hopes to expand itself to Cortland and Oneida. 
"OAR is very valuable to the jail communi-
ty," said White. "And if success can be based 
on the number of convictions, more than one-
third of the people we provided bail fund for 
were never convicted of anything." 
Cindy Cerny 
ITHACA s. w .E.-E.P COLLEGE 
-
- Student Walking Evening Escort Patrol 
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WALK ALONE 
CALL 27 4-3465 
Runs 7 nights a week 9 pm - 1 am 
We are looking for volunteers! 
FILL OUT AN APPLICATION OR CALL 274-3377 
Stop by the Student Activities Center 
on the 3rd floor of The Campus Center! 
I 
Coordma1ed by 1he llhaca College S1ui:lm1 Gowrnnw,11 
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JI. Whole New 'BirJ 
Cash Call Mail 'Box 
• Win Over Sg70.s7 
• Win 'Free [Tickets to Cas Vegas 
New Orlearu or 'FloriJa 
• .Cisten to WHCU-JlM Mornings 
Jor 'Details 
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· BOOK-BUY-BACK 
~ 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
is sponsoring a service enabling 
students to contact others who 
wish to buy their book, 
for fall 88. 
/ 
for more information, contact your Student Government 
Representatives, or call Student Government at 274-3377. 
*NO GUARANTEES* 
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EDITORIAL· 
Ithaca centennial 
kicks off Saturday 
,, ,_ 
; Saturday, April 9, kicks off the ci~y of ~th~~·s_c~tenniaf ~th 
·" 100 Minutes of Entertainment," a fast 1paced variety show which 
·_ salutes the city. Not only will members of the Ithaca community ap-
·pear in the variety show, but celeberities sue~ as Jimmy S~ts, from 
:L.A. Law. The Ithaca Festival, one of the biggest events, is schedut 
·-ed for the first weekend in June. The festival will be held on the_ Colll-: 
~mons, where music, craft shows and different kinds of ethnic food 
~can be explored. The centennial also celebrates the founders of Ith~. 
t Another area which is being highlighted is the scenery. Ithaca 1~ - -
';famous for its parks and gorges. There will be a numb~r of events 
:'held af -Buttermilk Falls and Stewart Park. Ithaca res1d~ts wan_t 
~Ithaca to continue to be known for it's beautiful scenery-and would 
·:Jike · · to · · preserve . : : it. 
-. The centennial committee wants to involve the whole city of Ithaca 
-and Tompkins County; there are a variety of events to suit everyone 
·tastes. The committee would like to keep the celebratio~ of Ithaca 
continuing. To help commemorate Ithaca coins, T1shirts ~d stickers 
will be available for purchase. _ . _: · -~ _ 
_ College students are encouraged to participate_ in ~ ~ents. -~e 
~tudents have become a tradition and a gr¢at ~ to the commWU-: 
}y. For more information regarding the calendar of events, call city 
::Jlall 27211713. 
Jamie Kolodkin 
Managing F.ditor 
WIShing 106 VIC the best of luck during~ SO-hour ~usic. ~on; 
;'this Friday. The event benefits Challenge Industries, a sh~ --~ 
::Workshop for mentaDy disabled adults. Stud~!J~ ~~ sponsor a half: - . _ 
-' 
Is a.-'proie$t 
in· order -r_or 
Jesse Jackson? 
To the F.ditor: . 
On Wednesday,. · April . ·13, 
,, Democratic'! Presidential Candidate 
Jesse .Ja<*son will 1l!e ~ at 
ltmi(:a.High._School.-ifiis·~ent can:: 
not'be ignored. , -·· - · · .: . · --
Jackson; ii long time civil rights~-
tivist, and· devotee of _Rev. Martin 
Luther Kin&-'lr:,"bas led-a remarkably 
s~ful ri~_dentiah:ampaign. His 
message 0H1~p~ ,the poor may be 
appealih.g to_'s~. b)it his friendly 
image cori~ a dajlcer purpose. -. 
.· -Jo'. i984; Jackson' referred to New 
1tour for $5 or a full-hour for $10. 
.York.City as~'H~" and some 
of ~' her . inhabitim.ts- -. (:tews}_ as 
_ The Ithacan . ''H)'Illies." On )uly -,is:. at the 
.. ___ ~-- __ _,- ._· -~ocrati<;- _Na~nal _jGont>~tion, 
•===~==~-ii;:-=-~-~-=-~====~~=-~--~==~=*~: ,Jackson toldRabbl Marvin Hier that 
:, he .was '·'.f~y opposed'' tc/~pting 
._· a Party R&1iutiQ.n.condemruqg,''anti-
- Semitism·· and racism,., ,one cif ms 
: '' 
. Nancy Pracht, F.ditor-in-Cbi~f-
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more prominent supporters, Lewis 
Farrakhan, defin(!d Judaism as "gut-
ter 'i:_eligion.,, :- l . - . 
What ·else is.there to!be known 
about the philosophy t,Iiat gO\'.ents 
Jackson's caJ1!paign?.~ Well, for 
starters, much ofJackspn's economic 
policy has its ideol!)gical roots in 
Marxism. Most recently, at a Mad-
ist Scholars Conference at tfie Univei-
sity of Ca!ifdrnia -at_ Berkeley, 
Jackson's campaign won the support 
of the Communist Party of the USA. 
CPUSA activist.Artg~a Dav(~ prais-
ed Jackson for having "articulated the 
most advanced positions on all the 
issues." Jackson himself is quoted as 
welcoming this support: "Long Live 
President Castro! Long Live Che 
Guevara! Long Live Patrick Lurnum-
ba! Our time has come!" 
Do the American people really 
lcnow whom they are lending their 
support to by a vote for Jackson? 
Could you possibly believe that a man 
is running for President of the United 
States who is reluctant to condemn 
racial prejudice? As a native New 
Yorker, I am personally offended by 
Jackson's remarks. How would he 
like it, I wonder, if I called his town 
in South Carolina "Niggertown?'' 
Could you imagine the uproar if 
Mayor Koch made such a remark! 
I am equally indignant 0Vfcr 
Jackson's affiliation with the Com-
munists. I cannot believe that an 
American presidential candidate sup-
ports a political system whose goal it 
is to overthrow the present political 
system, abolish private property, col-
lectiviz.e labor, destroy our freedom of 
expression and end our participation 
in the governing of our nation. 
Jackson claims to be carrying on 
the tradition of Rev. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. If King were alive today, 
what would he have to say about the 
follies of his disciple? The King I 
remember is quoted as expressing the 
belief that.people are to be judged not 
by the-color- pf their sltin, but i;y the 
content of. their character. What-
about the King who, when he heard · 
tllk of some Communists who had in-
(1.ltrated one of his- pilgrimages said, 
"We do not welcome the support of 
the Communists in·this endeavor."'? 
The conimu..~ are the enemy of 
· all freedom-loving people; black or 
white, Jew or gentile, ~ocrat or 
Republican; Similarly, ~ is the 
enemy ofall mankind. I hope that all 
IC sudents, black or white, will join 
me in a protest against Jesse Jackson's 
speech. There will beam~ in the 
DeMott room of the Egbert Union on 
Monday, April 11, at 8:30pm of IC 
Agauis, .[QCkson,_ ~ special committee 
of Yow:ig Americans for Freedom. 
Please;· I implore all . students and 
faculty, do not lei this q>mmunist 
_ racist's_ speec!_t _go unprq!ested. 
-Micb.ael Kakon 
, 
, 
, I 
- History '89 
The- .. pa_st can 
BOJ, 80& t>OLE, 
-AR~ "'~OU· 
AL~Rl6HTr 
'rJOU'RE BACK 
IIJ KANSAS, 
IT WAS ·JU6T A 
BAPl'REAM, 
We have progr~ed a lot over the 
past 30 years. Man~ laws like the Civil 
Rights Act of I9Mhave made life'l>et-. 
ter for all of us. Nf y hope is that we·· 
don't stop. We need to move foward, 
~d unify. Lets have sock hops at. 
w}µch we can all dance together wilike 
those of the 50's that separated blacks 
and whites. 
Let's unify on the 20th anniversary 
of Dr. King's.death so we don't let the . 
dream die! 
Harvey~. 
Social Studies !89 
Safety Js 
needed: on the. 
acc·ess toad 
To_ the Editor: . 
I am a Hudson; Heights shuttle 
driver 'and I feel I m~ write and com-
ment on the condition of the securiiy 
only- help 
future 
Our access road. During the semester I have logged many hours driving peo-
ple up and down that road and I've 
come to notice how' dangerous it is. 
First of all, it is intended for 
pedestrians and authorized vehicles 
only. I can see why now. During the 
To The Editor: weekday rush between classes, the~e 
There has never been a time is only so much room for pedestrians, 
throughout u:s. lustory where at least college vans and trucks, plus security 
one group has not been oppressed. cars (who often must _rush up the road 
There has been racism, homophobia, at high speeds). I often have to swerve 
sexual inequalities and antisemitism to into the oncoming l<Jlle to avoid hit-
name a few. All of these types ofop- ting pedestrians which is dangerous 
pression have had devastating effects considering the blind curve. I think it's 
on their particular minority group just a matter of time before a 
members. However, just because pedestrian is struck or there is a head-
these negatives exist in our history, on collision! 
should we ignore them as well as the What makes matters worse is the 
good things that came out of our fact that many IC students use it as 
history? I believe that this is what their own personal driveway between 
some students are asking us to do. Coddington Rd. and campus. Many 
We must learn from our history, of these people seem bent on pushing 
learn about the sit-ins, bus boycotts their little cars to the maximum test 
and non-violent resistance which were of G-forces by driving at excessively 
some of the things that came out of dangerous speeds. I thought that it 
the 1950' s. Yes, segregation existed was illegal to use the road but securi-
then but we can learn from this and ty seems pretty blase about the whole 
use it as a positive learning experience. situation. 
By not remembering the 50's we do · However, my real complaint is the 
not allow ourselves the opportunity actual condition of the road. It varies 
the experience and learn from history. between walking in sludge or getting 
Now is the time to unify, make sure a faceful of gravel dust when a car 
our student voices are heard during goes by. Why can't the college con-
this presidential election. Unified struct a sidewalk? I've spoken to 
Blacks and Whites together, fighting many;pe()ple who ride the shuttle, and 
against oppression. People can work everyone would ~lce't_o·see a sidewalk 
together as a community and make implemented. It .appalls me that the 
changes. The U.S. government wants .college can_throw_millions of dollars 
all of the oppressed groups to fight - into a·IavisJi new union ·and state-of-
with each other so they can avoid the-art communications center but 
dealing with the oppression. We imist . will riot- shell out a couple of extra 
not give in to their philosophy and -bucks to ensure . the safety of its 
allow them to continue to make op- students and employees. - · · 
pression permeate through ·our WW Bancroft 
society. Speech Comm~ '88 
M!ril 7, 1~88 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
THURSDAY, 
APRIL 7 
THE SCHOOL OF COM-
MUNICATIONS 
PHOTOGRAPHY GALLERY 
Presents "Paranoid Delusions" by 
Connie Samaras of Ann Arbor, MI, 
~===========~ ground floor of Dillingham Center, 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION 
FOR FALL 1988 
EXECUTIVE BOARD ELECTION 
RESULTS Will be posted on the Stu-
dent Government Bulletin Board in 
the lobby of the Campus Center. 
THE SCHOOL OF COM-
MUNICATIONS 
PHOTOGRAPHY GALLERY 
Presents "Paranoid Delusions" by 
Connie Samaras of Ann Arbor, MI, 
ground floor of Dillingham Center, 
8:30am-5pm. 
THE HANDWERKER GALLERY 
Presents an exhibit of paintings, 
sculptures, prints, and photographs 
by faculty artists, first floor of Gan-
nett Center, 9am-5pm. 
ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCA-
TION COMMITTEE MEETING 
Conference Room, 3rd floor, Cam-
pus Center, 12 noon. 
IC MEN'S VARSITY BASEBALL 
vs. Clarkson, 1:30pm [HJ. 
IC WOMEN'S VARSITY 
LACROSSE vs. Oneonta, 3:30pm 
[HJ. 
8:30arn-5pm. 
THE HANDWERKER GALLERY 
Presents an exhibit of paintings, 
sculptures, prints, and photographs 
by faculty artists, first floor of Gan-
nett Center, 9am-5pm. 
ON-CAMPUS RECRUITMENT 
Office of Career Planning and Place-
ment, 1pm. 
SENIOR CLASS HAPPY HOUR 
Pub, Campus Center, 4-7prn. 
SHABBAT SERVICES Chapel, 
6pm. 
KAPPA GAMMA PSI FACULTY 
DINNER Terrace 12A lounge, 6pm. 
LECTURE BY CONSTITUTION 
SCHOLAR Phillip Kurland of the 
University of Chicago on "What the 
Founders Thought They Had Done" 
Textor IOI, 7pm. 
SAB PRESENTS "Lost Boys" Tex-
tor 102, 7 & 9:30pm. 
IC THEATRE PERFORMANCE 
Cloud 9, Arena Theatre, Dillingham 
Center, 8pm. 
SUNDAY, 
APRIL 10 
8.8.B. WEEKEND Sponsored by 
Afro-Latin Society. 
CATHOLIC MASS Chapel, 
10:15am & 1pm. 
PROTEST ANT SERVICE Chapel, 
11:30am. 
IC WOMEN'S VARSITY 
LACROSSE at Wheaton, 1pm [A]. 
GRAD. HORN Lora Katz, 
Nabenhauer Room, I pm. 
SENIOR RECITAL Jennifer Ten 
Eyck, Chapel, 3pm. 
SAB PRESENTS "The Sound of 
Music" Textor 102, 7 & 9:30pm. 
FACULTY RECITAL Agnus God-
_win, Baritone and Madrigal Singers, 
Ford Auditorium, 3pm. 
WALT FRAZIER-Ben Light Gym, 
3pm. 
G.A.L.A. MEETING Laub Room, 
Muller Chapel, 7:30pm. 
SENIOR RECITAL Sandra Lee 
Laughman, Muller Chapel, 7:30pm. 
THE ART DEPARTMENT FILM JAZZ WORKSHOP Steve Brown, UNITED --\CHRISTIAN 
AND LECTURE SERIES Presents Musical Director, Ford Auditorium, FELLOWSHIP ONE WOMAN 
Joy Adams, assistant professor of S:I 5pm. SHOW ON NUCLEAR ISSUES 
painting and drawing at LC. with a ~=====~~~~==~ Rosa Burke Perez, Coffehouse/Pub, 
slide lecture on her work, Room SATURDAY, Campus Center, 8pm. 
Nll2 Smiddy Hall, 4pm. 
NON-DENOMINATIONAL APRIL 9 
MEDITATION Chapel, 
5:45-6:45pm. 
JUNIOR PT ASSOCIATION DIN-
NER/DANCING BANQUET 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center, 
6:30pm. 
PASSOVER 
B.B.B. WEEKEND Sponsored by 
Afro-Latin Society. 
SENIOR VOICE Sara Vokes, Ford 
Auditorium, 8:15pm. 
MONDAY, 
APRIL 11 
, THE HANDWERKER GALLERY 
Presents an exhibit of paintings, 
sculptures, prints, and photographs 
; by faculty artists, first floor of Gan-
nett Center, 9arn-5pm. 
IC MEN'S VARSITY BASEBALL 
vs. Cornell, I :30pm [HJ. 
INTERVIEW WORKSHOP South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
2:35pm. 
IC MEN'S VARSITY TENNIS at 
Hobart, 3pm [A]. 
· IC VARSITY SOFTBA[L at Col-
. gate, 3pm [A]. 
· IC MEN'S VARSITY LACROSSE 
at Geneseo, 4pm [A]. 
RECITAL Cherie Lyn Via, Chapel, 
5pm. 
ELECTION COMMITTEE 
MEETING for St. Congress Reps., 
North Conference Room, Campus 
Center, 6-7pm. 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
DEPARTMENT Presents Student 
Presentations "Presenting Out 
Students" Emerson Suite C, Campus 
Center, 6:30-8:30pm. 
FOCUS ON AGING A film series 
sponsored by the Gerontology Pro-
gram. "Harry and Tonto", Campus 
Center TV Lounge A, 7-9:30pm. 
Discussion to follow. 
G.A.L.A. FORUM ON GAY AND 
LESBIAN ISSUES Textor IOI, 
7-!0pm. 
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS 
MEETING Conference Room, 
Campus Center, 8-IOpm. 
CHAMBER MUSIC Ford 
Auditorium, 8:15pm. 
SENIOR CLASS CAMPAIGNING 
BEGINS 12:01am. 
. .. -~- - ........ ------
IC MEN'S VARSITY BASEBALL 
vs. Albany, 1pm [H]. 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
WORKSHOP South Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 2:35pm. 
THE HEALTH EDUCATION 
STUDENT GROUP OF ITHACA 
COLLEGE Presents: A Panel 
Presentation· on Career Oppor-
tunities in Health Promotion. North 
Meeting Room, Campus Center 
2:30pm. All are welcom! 
Refreshments will be served. 
SCHOLARSHIP 
AND INTERN-
SHIP 
OPPORTUNIT-
IES 
INTERNSHIP IN OFFICE OF 
SHERWOOD . BOEHLERT, 
REPRESENTATIVE 10 THE U.S. 
CONGRESS FOR THE 25th 
DISTRICT IN NEW YORK Intern-
ships available for spring and fall 
semesters. The deadline to submit ap-
plications for summer internships has 
passed. Apply by July 15 for the fall 
semester and November 15 for the 
spring. Applications are available in 
Career Planning. 
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDA-
TION RESEARCH EX-
PERIENCES FOR 
UNDERGRADUATES Internships 
available working on Cornell facul-
ty members' research projects in 
Computer Science or Chemistry. 
Two thousand dollar ($2,000) sti-
pend. Sophomores and juniors are 
eligible. Applications available in H 
& S Dean's Office. 
- --
SPRING 1988 ELEMENT ARY SCHOOLS 
SPRING RECITAL Ford 
Auditorium, 7pm. 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
ASSOCIATION GENERAL 
MEETING Speaker [TBA] North 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
7-9pm. 
IC WOMEN'S AND MEN'S VAR-
SITY AND NOVICE CREW vs. 
Georgetown University, TBA [H]. 
SHABBAT SERVICES Chapel, 
10:30am. 
CONGRESS REPRESENTATIVE 
NOMINATION FORMS ARE 
AVAILABLE Student Activities 
Center, Campus Center. 
WEDNESDAY, 
APRIL 13 SCHEDULE 
~====~.ICB-TV 
LEADERSHIP ADVISORY 
COUNCIL LACie Workshop, 
"Friends and Leaders" South 
Meeting Room, 7-9pm. 
CLASSIC FILMS CLUB SCREEN-
1 NG/LECTURE Textor 102, 
7:30pm. 
IC THEATRE PERFORMANCE 
Cloud 9, Arena Theatre, Dillingham 
Center, 8pm. 
ATHLETES IN ACTION 
MEETING DeMotte Room, Cam-
pus Center, 8-9pm. 
BLUE WA VE T AE KWON DO 
MEETING Dance Studio, Hill 
Center, 9pm. 
KAPPA GAMMA PSI SPRING 
RECITAL Nabenhauer Room, 9pm. 
THE PROJECT Pub, Campus 
Center, 9-1 lprn. 
MANDATORY ORIENTATION 
FOR ALL STUDENTS A TTEN-
DING LONDON CENTER Science 
202, l-4pm. 
PEACE AWARENESS DAY 
Pub/Coffeehouse, Campus Center, 
l-6pm. 
IC MEN'S VARSITY LACROSSE 
at R.P.I., 2pm [A]. 
IC THEATRE PERFORMANCE 
Cloud 9, Arena Theatre, Dillingham 
Center, 2 & 8pm. 
RECITAL John Haefner, Muller 
Chapel, 2:30pm. 
SENIOR VOICE John Spezio, Ford 
Auditorium, 4pm. 
CATHOLIC MASS Chapel, 6pm. 
JUNIOR TUBA Michael Pouncy, 
Ford Auditorium, 6pm. 
ST AND PEACE AWARENESS 
DAY Pub, Campus Center, 6pm. 
SAB PRESE:\TS "Lo\t Boy," Tex-
tor 102, 7 & 9:30pm. 
I FRID A y' PHi MlJ ALPHA/1-'ACVLTY 
! APRIL 8 RH Tf /\L 1-ord Auduonum, 
i RE(TI Al. .lumm Viola, Chapel, 
i PASSOVER . 8:l5pn~ 
THE HANDWERKER GALLERY 
Presents an exhibit of paintings, 
sculptures, prints, and photographs 
by faculty artists, first floor of Gan-
nett Center, 9am-5pm. 
RESUME WORKSHOP South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
11am. 
IC VARSITY GOLF vs. Colgate 
with Oswego, I pm [HJ. 
RECITAL Chapel, 7pm. 
THE PREVENTION NETWORK 
MEETING North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 7-8pm. 
APICS GENERAL MEETING 
Speaker Fred Like from Pall Trinity 
Micro, South Meeting Room, Cam-
pus Center, 8-9pm. 
ALPHA EPSILON RHO SER-
VICE AUCTION Emerson Suite A 
8pm. ' 
WOMEN'S CHORALE Janet 
Funderburk, Conductor, Ford 
Auditorium, 8: 15pm. 
TUESDAY, 
WAIT LIST APPLICATIONS 
AVAILABLE at the Office of 
Residential Life. 
OFFICER ELE(.TIONS FOR STU-
DENT PSYCHOLOGY 
ASSOCIATION. 
THE HANDWERKER GALLERY 
Presents an exhibit of paintings, 
sculptures, prints, and photographs 
by faculty artists, first floor of Gan-
nett Center, 9am-5pm. 
YOUTH CONCERT Wind Ensem-
ble, Ford Auditorium, 10am. 
HOW TO FIND A JOB 
WORKSHOP South Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 11 am. 
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR 
CHRIST/ ATHLETF.S IN ACTION 
WEEKLY MEETING AND BIBLE 
STUDY /FELLOWSHIP DeMotte 
Room, Campus Center, 
7:45-9:!Spm. 
THURSDAY, 
APRIL 14 
1 
APRIL 12 
1 
HOI.OCALiST MEMORIAi, DA v 
~~~~~~~~
I
I I 1
1
(' ','ARSITY GOLF at Skidmore 
0~-CAMPllS RECRl!ITME:'\'1 m·1t,llional, 10am [A]. 
Navy Officer Program~. S..:c Oftii:c 
of Career Planning for Octa1h. ALCOHOi. Ai\D DRUG 
SUNDAYS 
channel 13 
7:00 Newswatch 13 
7:30 The Cooking Connection 
8:00 Just For Fun 
8:30 Panorama 
9:00 The Couples Quiz 
10:00 The Nothing Special 
10:30 Newswatch 13 
THURSDAYS 
channel 13 
7:00 Newswatch 13 
7:30 The Cooking Connection 
8:00 Creed 
8:30 Sportsweek 
9:00 Panorama 
9:30 The Big Red Hockey Report 
10:00 Anthology 
10:30 Newswatch 13 
TUESDAYS 
channel 6 
7:00 The Golden Year~ ofTelevi~1on 
7:30 Mad Dog Cartoons 
8:00 University 
8:30 Uncensored 
9:00 Richard Brown's Screening 
Room 
9:30 New Grooves 
WEDNF.SDAYS 
channel 6 
7:00 News and Sports 
7:30 The Couples Quiz 
I 
r I 8:151)11\. 
i 
1 B.H.B. Wl·,El(E.\D SporN)reu b! I: Rt~"iH>ENTIAL LIFE THIRD AN- ED_~:~A·_no COMMITTEE MF.r. 11 'G Dt::\foui.: Room Cam-
8 :00 The College Game j 
8:30 Rock World I I Alro-Laun '.-iocict~. '.\l:AL CASINO NIGHT BENEFIT / ferrace Dming Hall, 9pm-lam. i IC WOMEN'S \'ARSITY LACROSSE at Colgate, TBA [A). , Pll\ Ctntcr, 12 noon. ' 9:30 Ca~~us ~t~n:e~t:' ... , ,, ...•. _ , I 
l I I ,I JI I I ' ' 
;,:') '/(Jil•IIIII, I I 
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ENTERTAINMENT 
Cloud 9: quality acting can pay off 
CLOUD 9: a satiric comedy dealing with sexual oppression and identification; now being perform~ in the 
Arena Theatre of Dillingham Center through Saturday April 9. Featured (from left to right) are Sandee Kastrul 
and Debbie Parsons. 
Sexual repression and colonial op-
pression are the primary, targets of 
satire in Ithaca College Theatre's 
challenging new production, Cloud 9, 
which will be presented April 5-9 in 
the Arena Theatre, Dillingham Center 
for the Performing Arts. 
Written by the feminist English 
playwright Caryl Churchill, the play 
takes outrageous liberties with time, 
· place, language, and even the gender 
of its characters. The first act, set in 
Africa in the 19th century, revolves 
around a British "pukka sahib" nam-
ed Clive, portrayed by senior Rob 
Grano, and his archetypical family-
wife Betty, played by junior Adam 
Karpet, son Edward, played by junior 
Debbie Parsons, and daughter Vic-
toria. It is quickly apparent, however, 
that normality in this world is only 
superficial: the obsequious wife is 
played by a man, the son by a female; 
and the docile daughter is actually a 
rag doll that can be conveniently flung 
. from one side of the stage to the other. 
Act II looks at the characters 25 
years later, although the setting is 
London ·in 1980. Once again, 
identifies-sexual and otherwise-are 
delightfully confused. For example, 
Clive's son Edward, now played by 
Grano, is having an affair. with a male 
hustler, Gerry, played by Karpel, who 
is in turn approached by Betty, now 
played by Heather Damron. Col-
. onialism is also still rampant. Africa 
may have been left behind, but 
Ireland now looms on the social 
consciousness. 
The entire cast performed superbly, 
displaying an incredible amount of 
professionalism. The kind of mature 
material depicted in the play offered 
all the actors a challenge: Grano, 
Karpel, Damron, and Parsons were 
fabulous, appearing to change 
characters as easily as one might 
switch a mask. However, Parson's 
portrayal of the young boy Edward 
was distracting in the fact that, with 
her makeup, slick hair, and bizarre 
arm gestures she reminded me of the 
vintage boy vampire, Eddie MW1Ster. 
I was distracted by the fear that 
Karpel would become so involved in 
his role as the excitable wife Betty that 
he would hyperventilate. I was unable 
to hear several of his lines due to the 
breathy quality of his voice, not to 
mention the minor panting. 
Damron, as Mrs. Saunders, and 
Grano, as Clive in Act I stole the scene 
with their passionate "skirt" en-
Las Vegas comes to Ithaca 
BY BARBARA MA TIHEWS 
On Saturday, April 9, the Terrace 
Dining Hall will be transformed into 
a casino, one to rival the glitzy 
displays in Las Vegas. From 9pm to 
lam, Ithaca College students can test 
their luck with five games of chance: 
blackjack, roulette, craps, Wheel of 
Fortune, and Chuck-a-Luck. 
'This campus wide event began three 
months ago in the minds of John 
McIntyre, a Garden Apartment assis-
tant, and Cena VanOsdol, a Hudson 
Height's assistant. McIntyre had had 
successful casino iµghts the previous 
two years in separate residence halls. 
However, he wanted to "create an on-
going benefit that all students can look 
forward to." 
Casino night will offer free 
refreshments to the participants. A . 
live jazz quartet will perform during 
the festivities ~bile the Mirage Dance 
Troupe "will create an oasis evening 
of bellydancing." At midnight, Ithaca 
College teachers Greg DeLaurier 
(Politics Dept.) and Alan Hoey 
(Writing Dept.) will auction donated 
items such as dinners and haircuts 
from various Ithaca l)lercl'lants. 
Leaders from offices on campus will 
be the dealers. 
Casino night is a community service 
project sponsored by Residential Life. 
The funds will be donated by Residen-
tial Life, the East and West Tower 
Hall councils, the Hudson Height's 
and Garden Apartment Associations, 
the Student Activities Board, tlieCol-
·Iege Democrats, and the religious 
communities. All proceeds from the 
'evening will benefit the United W~y 
of Tompkins County. Donations will 
be greately appreciated and collected 
at the door. 
McIntyre and VanOsdol expect well 
over 500 people. "We need 
everybody's involvement to make it 
successful," VanOsdol said. Casino 
night should be quite an evening and, 
if you're lucky, a successful one as 
well. Come, dress up, and Las Vegas-
-watch out! 
counter. Words cannot sufficiently 
describe the acting involved here, I 
suggest attending a perf onnance to see 
what I 1}IIl referring to. 
All the cast work-
ed hard are were 
successful in mak-
ing the characters 
believable. 
All the cast worked hard and were 
successful in making the characters 
believable. I often forgot that I was 
watching Churchill's demonstration 
of the absurdities in prejudice and 
found myself believing that Betty was 
really a man, and Edward was not a 
young boy, but in fact, a woman. 
l strongly recommend attending 
one of the productions of Cloud 9, 
which will be running until April 9. 
Perfonnances begin at 8pmeach even-
ing, with a Saturday ~atinee at 2pm. 
General admission tickets are $4.00 
for the Thursday and matinee perfor-
mances; $4.50 for the Friday and 
Saturday evenings. For the Ithaca 
College community, ticket prices are 
$2.50 and $3.00, respectively. 
Since the play contains explicit 
language and situations, parental 
guidance is suggested. 
For reservations or more informa-
tion, call the box office at 274-3224. 
Margaret M. Green 
Emphasizing the 
youth musically 
BY EMILY SPECKMAN 
& ERIK WOLF 
On Sunday afternoon March 27, 
we attended the finale of the Cayuga 
Chamber Orchestra's concert series. 
The program was a collaborative pro-
ject between the Cayuga Chamber Or-
chestra and three Ithaca elementary 
schools-Fall Creek, Caroline and 
Endfield. The students of the Ithaca 
community had the honor of taking 
part in this very special event. The 
_ concert allowed the students an op-
portunity to work with an establish-
ed and respected orchestra in a mature 
and professional manner. The even 
was a rewarding experience for both 
groups involved. The students got the 
chance to tap into the orchestra's 
resources, and learn from their exper-
tise, while enhaIJcing their own 
musical abiltites. The members of the 
orchestra got to share their 
knowledge with the students 
through a fun and creative manner. 
The concert features the works· of 
five composers, all of whom began 
their musical studies at an early age. 
This signified the theme of the pro-
gram, which was youth. Each piece 
was carefully chosen to emphasize the 
concept of youth and musical ability. 
This event is the second of a three 
year project funded by the New York 
State Council on the Arts, Cayuga 
Chamber Orchestra and Ithaca City 
Schools. The project director is 
Cayuga Chamber Orchestra board 
member, Leonard Buyse. He is a 
retired assistant Superintendent for 
the Ithaca city schools. Also, represen-
ting the program was project director 
Merry-Jo Bauer. These two musical 
instructors developed this innovative 
program to enhance and demonstrate 
the musical talent of the elementary 
school students. 
The performance was led by guest 
conductor Larry Rachleff from the 
Oberlin College-Conservatory of 
Music. An associate professor of 
Music and coordinator of Instrumen-
tal Ensembles, he conducts the 
Oberlin Contemporary Ensemble and 
teaches courses in advanced conduc-
ting and repertoire. , 
The afternoons program began 
with the finale from Antonin 
Dvorak's Serenade ind minor, writ-
ten in 1878. The piece is scored for 
pairs of oboes, clarinets and bassoons, · 
three horns, a cello and a double bass. 
This piece was energetic and captured · 
the audience immediately. To close 
the first half of the program, members 
of the Ithaca Opera Association join-
ed the orchestra in selected 
movements from William Walton's 
Facade, written in 1922. The music of 
Facade was accompanied by abstract 
poems by Edith Sitwell. Facade's 
movements were both complex and 
simple, energetic, rhythmatic and col-
orful, and always tingle.:! with a bit of 
comedy. This piece was particularly 
entertaining because it provided visual 
stimulation for the younger members 
of the audience. It was performed in 
a very colprful manner and made to 
heighten the musical piece. 
The concert 
features the work 
of- five com-
posers, all of 
whom began their 
musical studies at 
an early age. 
The Ithaca Youth Orchestra join-
ed the Cayuga Chamber Orchestra for 
the second half of the concert. Pamela 
Gearhart is director of the Ithaca 
Youth Orchestra and a professor of 
music at Ithaca College. This combin-
ed group of musicians conducted by 
Larry Rachleff begins with two 
movements from Bntten's Simple 
Symphony: playful pizl.acato and 
Frolicsome finale. Moving then to the 
tune known for us todav as Danny 
Boy, the orchestra plays Percy Gra-
inger's Irish Tune from Country 
Derry. The concert served as the con-
' clusion to the Cayuga Chamber Or-
chestra's Arts in Education program 
with three elementary sch.ools: Fall 
Creek, Caroline and £ndfield. For 
these and all other children in the area 
!he concert was a wonderful way t~ 
· introduce them to the pleasures of 
good music in a concert setting. 
April 7, l'-~i 
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/}CB-FM: recently introduced its latest addition in specialty shows, called "Talking Drum." On Satur-
1ys, from 10am-12noon, produced and host Mike Adams, plays music that represenls that from Africa. 
rune in 'Talking Drum' 
BY CARA SIBEL 
"Talking Drum" is the latest addi-
,n to the list of specialty shows on 
culture to help you gain a broader 
perspective of what "Talking Drum" 
is all about. · 
ed hard at researching the many styles 
of African music and collecting 
records, often from small, indepen-
dent record labels. 
WICB Radio. The program was 
:ently introduced in order to satisfy 
e increasing listener requests for 
:·rican music; it will be the first of 
Adams explains that the show was 
conceived when he became interested 
in African music after noticing its in-
fluence on Western recording artists. 
He also says that at lease 50 percent of 
rock'n'roll's development can be trac-
ed as way back as to the days of 
African slaves chanting on their boats. 
A lot of energy has gone into this 
show, and in the six weeks it has been 
on the air, "Talking Drum" has pro-
ven itself a success. Adams has receiv-
ed positive feedback from many of his 
listeners, and he is pleased with the 
way the program has been running. 
Continued success seems like the on-
ly route "Talking Drum" will be tak-
ing, so tune the dial to 92 WICB and 
enjoy listening to great African sounds 
while learning a lot about music roots 
and history. 
kind on Ithaca radio. 
Tune in on Saturdays from 10am 
,til noon and listen to producer and 
,st, Mike Adams, play all styles of 
usic representing the entire African 
ntinent. Zulu, High Life, Congo, 
d Juju and Mbanganga are just a 
11 of the sounds to be heard. There 
ll also be guest appearances by 
thorities on African music and 
Obviously,· African music has 
greatly influenced our favorite artists 
and their songs, and "Talking Drum" 
will help us to better understand and 
appreciate our music of today, tomor-
row and y7'terday.-Adams has work-
Successful 
Paralegal Careers 
Begin at Adelphi 
The Oldest & Largest American Bar 
Association-approved program in New York. 
• Open to ALL majors 
• Classes in Garden City, Huntington and Manhattan. 
• 3-Month Day, 6-Month Evening program. 
• More than 900 New York-area employers have hired our 
graduates. 
• Adelphi graduates have found employment in 31 states 
and in over 145 cities from coast to coast. 
• Employment Assistance provided. 
• Internship opportunities. 
• NYS Guaranteed Student Loans available. 
A recruiter will be on campus 
Thursday, April 21 
Contact the Career Placement Office 
for an appointment. 
____________________________ ,Adelpii -----· 
UNIVERSITY 
',,~· ·,-· ~ ~ . 
, Jl' f '•' I ' 
··~·l./'," J)' J ,',: I ' I 
:,,~;-._) , ) I I 
Free Booklet on Paralegal Careers · 
The Lawyer's Assishlnt Program 
307 Eagle Avenue 
W. Hempstead, NY 11552 
(516) 485-3602 
(800) 457-8910 
In cooperation with The National Center for P~egal Training 
,£'.i.": 
Name ______________________ _ 
Address. ____________________ _ 
City ___________ State ___ Zip ______ _ 
Home fhone ______ ··Bus.iness · 
Cinema . _ 
Not the typical 
Michael J. Fox·film 
BY JAM~ C. GLADUE 
The new Michael J. Fox picture is 
not a Michael J. Fox picture ... well, at 
least not what the public expects from 
this successful young actor. 
Bright Lights, Big Oty is a new film 
from director James Bridges. It 
chronicles the life of a young writer 
in New York, suffering from the 
break-up of an early marriage and an 
addiction to cocaine. 
Based on a popular novel, Bright 
Lights... is a much more successful 
translation to the big screen than 
Brent Easton Ellis' Less Than Zero, 
last year. It is a dramatic, somewhat 
tragic tale, that manages to maintain 
a good sense of humor when ap-
propriate. It is also Fox's bid at be-
ing taken seriously as a dramatic ac-
tor, and for the most part he succeeds. 
Michael J. Fox puts his all into this 
movie and succeeds in winning the au-
dience over. Kiefer Sutherland (Lost 
Boys, Stand By Me) puts in another 
fine perfonnance as one of Fox's par-
tying buddies. Also on board is Ithaca 
College's own Charlie Schlatter as 
Fox's younger brother. Although only 
in the picture for a short period of 
time, Schlatter shows great promise. 
(Incidentally, he will soon be starring 
in the new George Bum's film, 18 
Again). 
Other members of the cast include 
Jason Robards, Dianne Wiest and 
Phoebe Cates. This overabundance of 
familiar faces tends to detract slight-
ly from the picture. A cast of 
unknowns could have really made the 
story believable, but even as a vehicle 
for young stars, it still shows some 
merit. 
Technically, both the editing and 
cinematography are sleek and stylish. 
There is clever use of dream se-
quences, especially those concerning 
the "Coma baby." The screenplay is 
somewhat well-written, hinting at 
future developments throughout the 
film and utilizing a lot of flashbacks 
to swnmarize past events. However, 
there is one sequence in which Fox 
relates the whole story to one of his 
workmates that seems quite contriv-
ed and stagey. But on the whole, the 
dialogue is clever and snappy. 
The soundtrack, by Donald Fagen, 
is full of potential hits, and should 
please the college crowd. However, 
the songs are placed strategically, 1 
unlike a John Hughes picture that 
It is. a dramatic, 
somewhat tragic 
tale, that manages 
to main'tain 
good sense 
humor ... 
a 
of 
tends to bombard the audience with 
pop music. 
On the whole, the content seems a 
little tame, but it works. Occasional-
ly the picture seems a little too 
manipulative, but it is still an in-
teresting character study. Bright 
Lights, Big City is an admirable effort 
on the part of Michael J. Fox and the 
rest of the young cast. It is also a 
stylish piece of cinematic drama from 
director James Bridges. It will sit well 
in the resumes of all involved. 
Although, not the typical Fox picture, 
Bright Lights, Big City succeeds as an 
insightfl_!I piece of entertainment. 
~tudent Board Elections 
Thursday, 7 ,~m ~· /\ 
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Photo by Gino Caseil : 
"Welcome, folks, to reality-the only show in town!" 
• • • • • • • SUNDA y APRIL IO Rosa Burke Perez PUB/COFFEE-HOUSE + 
CAMPUS CENTER :-7:30 pm in 
Real Town: 
a parable of hope 
for the Nuclear Age 
lncrech1tle Edibles & Potent Potables 
112 N. AURORA ST. 
ITHACA, NEW \'ORK 14850 
(607) 273-8422 
Senior Hump Night 
every Wednesday! 
Ithaca College 
Seniors 
(please present senior card) 
Dinner special: Buy 2 entrees, 
receive the lower price entree .. 
for· 1/2 price! 5-I0pm 
Drink specials.: $1 vodka drinks 
Check out this week's Opening 
Baseball Week Drink specials: 
$1.25 Buds during the game plus 
other specials. 
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THE 11'HA(.;AN II 
Anniversary Sale 
I 
0 
"A card store and so much more!" 
15%25%50% 
• Assorted Stuffed Animals • Globes 
• Terracotta Frames • Sachets 
& Other Picture Frames • Brass 
• Blue Mountain Mugs 
• Hand Crafted 
Wooden Puzzles 
• Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Paper Goods 
• Vases 
• Alarm Clocks • Trivets & Tiles 
April 8-17 ; Sale is on ... 
0 
0 0 
0 a You're going 
• Precious Moments to .. love our by Enesco 
new line of • Ceramics 
collectibles: by Anderson 
• American Made 
• Musical Carousels Music Boxes 
by Willets 
• Historic Houses 
byREO 
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EMERSON SUITES 
$1 
SIGN UP 3RD FLOOR 
UNION SAB OFFICE 
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2ND PLACE $75 
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Inside Track. 
,_ Heads are exposed 
\ BY GLENN KAUCHER 
The Talking Heads have always 
· been a band to take an intellectual 
· stance to the problems they see, and 
which is reflected in their music. 
Although lyricist/leader David Byrne 
could be incredibly humorous and in-
cisive, it was nearly always in a per-
sona. From the borderline psychotic 
: of "Psycho Killer," to the terrorists 
: of "Life During Wartime," and 
especially the diverse characters that 
peopled the movie and album True 
Stories, Byrne has been a cataloger of 
faces, as opposed to revealing his 
,a~. One notable exception was the 
: album Little Creatures, which was an 
· LP that dealt mainly with love; Byrne 
had to open up, or the sentiments in 
the words would have rung hollow 
and insincere. 
Musically the Heads have also 
operated in a series of guises: the 
sparse intellectual anti-wave of '77 
and More Songs About Buildings and 
Food, the loops and Africanisms of 
Remain in Light and Fear of Music 
(Also included there was the double 
live album featuring the expanded 
Heads band), to the roots music of 
Little Creatures and True Stories, the 
latter of which sounded a bit forced 
and unnatural, a fact that Byrne 
recently admitted: 
With the new LP, Naked, Byrne 
has to some extent lifted the veil from 
in front of the Talking Heads, and for 
the greater part of the record, stands 
"naked" in the spotlight, with his 
casionally missing from those efforts. 
The album's closer "Cool Water" 
neatly summarizes all of what's good 
about the Heads, beginning as a lop-
ing C & W piece, and winding up as 
a rollicking finale to the LP. The in-
tensity that the Talking Heads bring 
to this song is remarkable; although 
on the live albums they work into a 
frenzy, their studio efforts have 
always been somewhat contained, 
with a few notable exceptions. But 
here they really cut loose, and the ef-
fect is mesmerizing. 
Naked opens with "Blind," which 
has lyrics that are perhaps the most 
horizontal on the disc; but it's the 
creeping paranoia introduced, popp-
ing up frequently throughout the 
record that is striking. "Dogs start a-
twitching/and they're looking at 
The album ends 
with a personal 
apocalypse. 
around/He's everybody's friend." 
That could be a description of the 
metamorphosis of David Byrne: 
From "nerdy, paranoid" intellectual 
to "hip" artist. (Without sacrificing 
any of his credibility as far as in-
tellect). "Ruby Dear" is the most con-
spicuously "African" piece on the 
first side, with its "conga-line" 
rhythm. 
The first half of Naked is akin to 
the more accessible pieces of the 
Eno/Heads album of the early 80s. 
The second half is where the Heads 
prove just how great a band they real- . 
ly are; this side is dark and 
foreboding, yet never off-putting as so 
many "doom-laden" albums are. 
"The Democratic Circus" kicks it off 
in a slow boil; there's Delta-blues slide 
guitar, a gentle snare pattern; on the 
surface, it's very smooth and seduc-
tive. But the chorus gets ominous fast, 
mirroring perfectly the subtle se,duc-
- hll:man concerns out for all to see, and 
more importantly, for all to enjoy. 
you/it was light/by five/torn all 
apart/all in the name of 
democracy/he's hurt/he's dying ... " 
Byrne sings in an affected voice, with 
the twang that's probably left over 
from the last two records. The rhythm 
props up and propels the sense of 
dread. "Mr. Jones," somewhat ofan 
answer song to Dylan's "Ballad of a 
Thin Man," crossed Latin samba and 
Juju guitar with lowly mixed garage 
grunge guitar to good effect. It's also 
here that you notice how confident a 
vocalist Byrne has become; compare 
the vocals on Naked to the 
tremulousness of the first few records, 
and the difference is huge. Byrne sings 
in a myriad of voices, both natural 
and affected, and they all work. He 
sings "It's a big day for Mr. Jones/He 
is not so square/Mr. Jones will stick 
t ions of the political system--its 
smooth exterior and inner violence. 
Byrne is brilliant on this standout 
track; his voice is compelling and a bit 
on the edge; you expect him to simp- · 
ly begin wailing, but instead he in-
vokes a biblical image of cleansing ( or 
eroding) rain: "The rain's gonna pour 
on down/Falling out of the sky/Com-
ing down, coming down/ And all the 
celebrities all run out/and the rain's 
coming down, coming down." The 
images in "The Democratic Circus" 
are frightening, and it's clear by rhe 
vitriol that Byrne works up that he's 
not hiding behind a persona in his 
anger. This is spilling forth from his 
soul. Jerry Harrison's guitar on the 
chorus underlines the darkness of the 
words. "The Fact of Life," a slow, 
painfully beautiful dirge unwinds 
slowly as the pain piles up: Fire. 
engines blaring outside, another riot, 
more cities burning, and us human-
monkeys that see and do, mirroring 
Naked is something of a Talking 
Heads primer; you get a large amount 
of their African influence, due to 
recording in France with such musi-
cians as keyboardist Wally Badarou, 
guitarist Yves N'Kjock, percussionist 
Abdou M'Boup and other African 
virtuosos. The backing tracks were 
recorded more or less Jive, as oppos-
ed to the looped rhythms of Remain 
in Light and Fear of Music, giving the 
music a surge and vitality that was oc-
CHAMPS - The Place To Go 
Join the Winning Team Today 
106 W. Green St. 
Downtown Ithaca 
Frozen Drink 
Headquarters 
16 Page Menu 
Something 
for Everyone 
272-8393 
Ithaca's Most 
"Happening" 
Late Nite Bar 
Genuine Hickory 
Smoked BBQ 
. TOBE-COBURN SCHOOL 
FOR FASHION CAREERS 
-, NEW YORK CITY 
see Heads page 13 
. Take a giant step toward a career ,n the 
fashion industry' Study in the nations NAME-----------------
STREf'-----------------,.--
(ITV _____ -.,J ____ _ /IP ___ _ 
PHONE, 
_April 7, 1988 
THE GOLDEN DRAGON: located on the comer of Tripbammer 
Road and West Graham Street. 
A dragon's feast 
I like food. I love Chinese food, 
and I love it even more when its at a 
reasonable price. 
The Golden Dragon Restaurant on 
the comer of Triphammer Road and 
West Graham Road serves the best 
Chinese food in town. I have been to 
the other chinese restaurants in Ithaca 
and am neither happy with the serv-
ing size nor the environment. 
Chinese restaurants are usually the 
size of a small closet with enough 
room for you, a date, a couple of rain 
coats and the waiter to squeeze in and 
keep bothering you about water. Too 
many times, I have ordered food, and 
gotten the impr~ssion that it had been 
made two hours earlier during "the 
rush," and hadjust been rewarned. 
I'm talking about the kind of sweet 
and sour chicken that you break a 
tooth on. 
The Golden Dragon is none of 
these things. The restaurant, as far as 
size, is one of the largest in town. ·The 
service is quick and friendly, and the 
food is always fresh and delicious 
The serving size makes me feel guilty 
when I eat all of it. 
They serve homemade Dinsum 
every Sunday from 11 :30-2pm. Din-
sum is a type of a la carte Chinese 
food. They make hundreds of little 
hors d'oeuvres and the waitresses walk ' 
around with different types on their 
trays. When you see what you want 
you raise your hand and she gives it 
to you. The way they count up your 
bill is to count the number of empty 
dishes. 
Every weekday they serve an in-
credible all you can eat lunch buffet 
for about $4. Their specialties are 
Mandarin, Szechuan and Cantonese 
Cuisine, and their new menu has more 
than 120 entrees. 
The Golden Dragon is open from 
11 :30am until 10pm on weekdays and 
II :30am until 11 pm on weekends. 
There's plenty of free parking. 
You don't have to go to 
Chinatown, just make a trip up to the 
Pyramid Mall. And try their Shrimp 
Szechuan. It's the best. 
- Douglas Bailey 
lj~I 
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FREE ADMISSION 
~I 
__ fashion center New York City' For 50 
years.graduates of Tobe-Coburn School 
have been industry leaders as buyers 
stylists managers editors Join our 
corps of drst1ngu1shed alumn, College 
graduates and transfer students may 
qualify l~J-tHeAssoc,ate Degree ,n 1ust 
onf year F~rrc,al ard available Classes 
sta"i_t 1n July September and January 
---l 
tt'-,GRADDAH ____ , OLLlG _______ _ 
Tobe-Coburn School. Box 686 Broadway. New York NY 10012 (212) 460-9600 
*RAIN LOCATION: Ben Light Gym 
Alcohol,. glass containers, 
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cameras and recording devices 
prohibit~d . 
April 7, 1.988 
Beads·:_ 
from page 12 
each other, can only cry at the end, 
as Byrne does, "oh, oh, oh, no." 
In the past, you'd always expect 
Byrne to relieve the tension that builds 
to awful heights with the last two 
pieces. In a way he does relieve them 
a bit towards the end of Naked, but 
upon closer scrutiny, he just localizes 
them within a more familial setting. 
"Big Daddy" is as disturbing as 
anything else here. " .. .it's best left 
unspoken/the velvet lies sing soft- • 
ly/and she passed her time on a 
Southbound train ... '' This is as poetic 
as _Byrne gets; and the beauty of the 
lyncs do not get in the way of the 
Musically, 
Heads 
the 
have 
operated in a 
series of guises. 
sinister nature of the song. It's about 
a family splitting apart with no way 
to patch up the problems. "Bill" is a 
bit unclear, but the finale "Cool 
Water" makes up for that. It's 
perhaps the scariest piece of music the 
Talking Heads have ever done. Here, 
it's the core group of Byrne, Chris 
Frantz on drums, Jerry Harrison on 
keyboards, and Tina Weymouth on 
bass (along with former Smith Johnny 
Marr and Phil Bodner on Cor 
Anglais), that fire the track. It builds 
up in wave after wave, and finally 
crashes down with Byrne sing-
ing" ... jlild his lungs are filled with 
rain/and the water's rushing in ... " 
The album ends with a personal 
apocalypse, bringing the more general 
threats of the disc home to roost in the 
individual. In this way, Byrne effec-
tively keeps the focus sharp, and 
doesn't cop an easy generalization to 
sum up the horrors which he's 
described beforehand. It stings, and 
it's frightening, but he faces it. 
, Naked is a formidable achievement 
by a band who already holds a 
'privileged place in rock's pantheon. 
They've taken a huge step forward 
with an album that many will pro-
bably not be able to get through. The 
darkness at the end of this particular 
tunnel cannot simply be rationalized 
away; now that Byrne seems to be 
chronicling the truly dark side of our 
society, he completes the transforma-
tion from personal neuroses on the 
first few records, to societal neuroses 
on Naked. By making it obvious that 
he is seeing it, and reporting it, he 
takes responsibility. He grows. The 
Heads grow. 
THE ITHACAN 13 ~ 
Interested in 
writing for 
the Enter-
tainment 
section next 
year? If so, 
call Dora 
Vivinetto at 
277-0524. 
'----------,=--~ ......... 
Worried About AIDS? 
For referral or assistance, call the 
N.Y.S.- Health Department's This Week's Specialties from Station Master Joe Ciaschi 
AIDS Hotline Fresh Sea Scallops ....... $10.50 Chicken Cordon Bleu .... $9.25 
1-800~462-1884 Prime Ribs of Beef ..... $12.95 
TOLL-FREE & CONFIDENTIAL I 
THE STRTION RESTRURANT 1'11·1609 
THE INTERVIEW SUIT EVENT 
THERE ARE NO SECOND CHANCES ON FIRST IMPRESSIONS. 
MAKE YOUR FIRST IMPRESSION THE BEST! 
......,._.__JRV 
835 GIFT CERTIFICATE 
(with purchase of any suit April 7-13) 
At IRV LE\VIS we understand 
all about FIRST IMPRESSIONS. 
That is why we have selected 
·the BEST SUITS available today! 
CRAFTED BY FAMOUS NAMES 
ARMANI • ANDREW FEZZA 
GEOFFREY BEENE• CRICKETEER 
BILL BLASS• COUNTRY BRITCHES 
YVES ST. LAURENT 
Our PROFESSIONAL STAFF and 
l\fASTER TAILORS are always 
here to see that you have 
the RIGIIT SUIT and the 
RIGHT FIT for that Il\fPORTANT 
FIRST 11\'IPRESSION. 
I ~--\\ \ / ;;s 
I ~---- --- :_ vV Is 
. l • 
,! ______ .: . ~- \,/ ------~ 
ON THE CO,V\MON:-- ~i 1.J!·'LN 'Til 9 P./v\. THURS. & FRI. 
Old Tauehannock Bl.,J at the- Fo,,t of Buffalo St. 
SCHOOL 
OF ALLIED HEALTH 
Dean's Advisory Committee 
Organizational meeting 
for 1988-89 school year 
Monday April 11th 
at 7:00 pm in.Smiddy 321 
(Medical Rec. Workroom) 
__________ ___,,,. 
Improve the 
Quality of Your 
Life. 
Hypnosis may help you to 
manage the stress in your 
life, lose weight, stop 
smoking, overcome test 
anxiety or improve your 
_ salesmanship. 
Stress -Management 
Seminar 
Two 3 hour sessions 
Sat., April 9, 9 a.m. 
Sat., April 16, 9 a.m. 
Stop Smoking Seminar 
Ope 3_hour session 
Mon., April 11, 7 p.m. _ 
Tues., AprH 19, 7 p.m. 
lose Weight Seminar 
One 3 hour session 
Tues., April 12, 7-p.m, 
· T~ui-s:,Apfi1_2l, 7. p.m ... 
,t~Jes.t-Anii~tY:.Semiryar -: 
:~ . .- . - doe·;{ 1104r' ses~ion - - --
-./· ·sat,;Apri1'9,.1 'i>'.m. 
i\?'\, _:;~at.(fpril)6;,t;p.11J, : - ,>· .. ,, 
;sale~\Motivati6r{Seminar'_: 
r~:i1iii~~rl:r;tF~iif :x:, 
"ft:~)(/ ~ ~'1111_._r«Th_l{fl ·: , 
Yt~I}iff~m~if e~l.:. __ : -· 
?tt~l&;1~101rtJl~.~!~:3:5:ii~' -
.. 
.. ' ": ' .... 
. :::-44. nm~~~ ·April 7, 1938 
· in th~ Ithaca_n Personals_: 
·1 Love )'.ou' 'I Miss You' 'Good Luck' 
·~ongratulations' 'Did You Forget' CLASSIFIED In the Ithacan Classifieds: 'House F!)r Sale' 'For Rent' 'Help Wanted' . 'Automobiles For Sale' 'Wanted' 'Photography' 'Los_t' . l 
. 'Wish You Were Here' - Deadline: Monday before 5:00 pm.· 
PERSONALS 
Happy Birthday Chrispy! 
Love, 
Kim, Stacy, Maxx, And Em 
Marci, Tab, & Scott in London-
It's just not the same without 
you guys! Knots Landing and 
turkey subs! See .Ya! 
.,-, Tanya 
TO ICBBP: 
Ninety percent of the game is 
half mental. 
From the Train 
Happy Birthday Jo-head!! Get 
ready to try and out do last 
year-
See ya in HELL!! 
Love Ya 
K 
Mike. Dan, Pete, & Denise-
Hope you guys bad fun at the 
Dead show! 
Brett 
Tom & Brian-
- -?-
Sar. 
-
1Debita- _ 
.Congrats on the job! See you·in 
Boston-hopefully! 
Ross-
Love, 
Missy 
Don't be so negative! Think 
3.0! 
Julie-
Love, 
Missy 
'Be wearin' these Blue Jeans OD 
the 12th Babe! 
,_ 
Love you-
Usa 
ff. 
Love how you look in those 
jedns! Wear them on Tuesday. 
R-
Always 
Jim 
About time we saw you in 
Jeans. Do it again on Tuesday 
the 12th. 
-The Team 
Sue-
Do the Deed! Wear those jeans 
on the 12th. 
-Bill 
Roger-
Remember Gay Blue Jeans Day 
- April 12th!! 
Yo Shortstop: 
Love, 
Steven 
Have a good weekend and 
Happy Birthday. I Love You. 
Love Always 
Brat 
Happy 21st Chrissy-
It's about time!! 
--l<risten-
Love Ya-
Broida 
Thanks for making Easter so 
Special. 
Andy 
.: J. 
-·. --1 
· · at 3211/2, men suck! 
,. ·. / . 
---------- -·--·-· t":' ,',)' 
~l~,>: '.,:~:,<I ~ 1 I 1 1 1 ~' I ' I • 
~--, •' • .-'j \·-~'\\I I ' 
Wbii:,· ·,·~~·--' \ I ' ' I I ' ' I 
Jeff: 
Why do 'er?? 
Bri. 
TomM. 
360's at the Dugout. 
B. 
Lisa & Amy: 
Zinfandel when? That's when! 
Bri.& Jeff 
Allison-
Can you believe that I sat in 
Ithaca [of all places) this 
weekend? 
Jen-
Hope you feel better, honey. 
N. 
Andree, 
I Want my 2 Dollars! 
Brett 
Cathy-
Thank you for the use of the 
car! 
Brett 
I'm going back to Caii.--Hey yo 
I don't think so 
CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR RENT 
CHOICE APARTMENTS 
J<'or Summer & Fall. 1-4 
Bedroom~. Tioga, Seneca, & 
Linn Street, many others. 
Balconies-Views. Call 257-7257 
Anytime. 
APARTMENTS. South Hill-
Downtown. 1-6 Bedroom Apts. 
Furnished, Carpeted, Laundry. 
Call 272-3389 or 272-0307. 
HOUSEMATE WANTED: 
SPACIOUS COUNTRY 
HOME-19 miles West of 
Ithaca, own entrance. Call 
387-3907. 
PASSIVE SOLAR RENTAL, 
4 large furnished bedrooms, 
large attached Greenhouse, 1 ½ 
baths, beautiful fireplace, 
stove, super energy efficient 
design and const. New and 
available for Fall. WALK TO 
CAMPUS. Call between 
9:00am and 6:00pm. 272-3813. 
FOR RENT: 2 Bedroom 
House, on street parking, 205 
Elm Street, near Octopus. 
$495.00 per month, lease, sec. 
deposit. Call 273-1600. 
FOR RENT: Summer. 1 
bedroom in apt. Beautiful, 
greenhouse, fireplace, clean, 
Modern. Walking distance to 
I.C. There are also two other. 
bedrooms for rent in same apt. 
Call Debbie 273-4232. 
South Hill, Nearby, renovated, 
furnished house, 3 Bedrooms, 
2 Full baths, carpets, 
dishwasher - suitable for 5-call-
273-6227 or 272-7741. 
Available 
88-89 School Year 
417 Hudson St. - Large 4 
bedroom avail. June 1. Fur-
nished, washer/ dryer, plus elec-
tric only. 
123 Columbia. - Large 2nd 
floor 3 bedroom avail. Aug. 16. 
Furnished, parking, close to 
bus stop. 
258 Pennsylvania Ave. -
Modern 2 bedrooms minuted 
from I.C. Furnished, avail. 
Aug. 1, plus elec. only. 
103 E. Spencer. St. - One 
bedroom avail. 6-1 or 8-1. Fur-
nished, 2 blocks from 
Woolworth bus stop, plus elec. 
only. 
134 E. Spencer St. - Four 
bedroom house, 1 ½ baths, new 
furniture and hot water tank. 
Avail. 8-10-88. 
For More Details 
CAREY PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT 
273-1669 
4 bedroom Cape Cod, ·large 
bedrooms, 1 ½ baths, fireplace, 
prviate yard, garage. Suitable 
for 6 people. Call between 
9:00a.m. and 6:00p._m. 
·21_2-3813 _ . _ --- _ _ 
Beautifully renovated 4 
bedroom, warm brick fireplace, 
furnished. Walking distance to 
_Campus. Fr~ pwkiQg .. -G~l 
betweem 9:00a.m. and 
6:00p.m. 272-3813 
House- for rent, for.:.Fall '88; 4 
bedrooms, large spacious·, ~ose 
to Commons on bus liiie; $200 
pe! month. Call 272~0861 · 
Two bedroom, beautiful hard-
wood floors, Heat and H. W. 
included. Walk to Campus. 
Call between 9:00a.m. and 
6:00p.m. 272-3813 
HELP WANTED 
GENERAL OfflCE SKILLS 
DESIRED. Work 8-10 hours 
per week during the academic 
year. Must be able to work full-
time during the summer, 37 ½ 
hours per week. And continue 
through 1988-89 academic year, 
8-10 hours per week. Freshmen 
& Sophomore applicants only. 
Must be priority 1 financial aid 
student. Call for an interview 
274-3131, ask for Jill. 
Earn $50-$100 per day 
marketing credit cards to 
students on your campus. 
Work F/T or P/T. Call 
1-800-932-0528. 
HOMEWORKERS 
WANTED! TOP PAY! C.I. 
121 24th Ave. N.W. Suite 222 
Norman, OK 73069. 
N~ EXTRA MONEY, R. 
Wood Motors, lcs. 337 Elmira 
Road is looking for an ag-
gressive representative to pro-
spect Ithaca t~ll~gcfstudents. 
All you have 'to do is come in 
and,.fill out an application. Be 
hired as an on campus represen-
tati~e. bringing us·customers we 
can sell a car to. De~11ding on 
=. thi_:car, you c~ earn·s100 to 
· $500. Call Terry' or Bill for an 
appointment at -~7~--0494. 
SlJMMERjOBS 
$8.10/hour or commision. 
Advertising sales. No ex-
perience necessary. We will 
train. Work locally. Car recom-
mended. Call Bill Davis at 
(800)344-6766 for details $ ap-
plication. METRO 
MARKETING GROUP, LTD. 
City of Ithaca [Cass Park) : 
Seasonal positions. Applica-
tions being accepted for 
Lifeguards, Water Safety In-
structors, Cashier /Counter 
Help, Assistant Managers. 
Salary and qualifications vary 
per person. Applications are 
available from the Cass Park 
Office, 701 Taughannock 
Boulevard, lthaca,NY.14850. 
For further information call 
Cass Park at 273-1090. THe Ci-
ty of Ithaca is an Equal Oppor-
tuity Employer with an Affir-
mative Action Program. 
TYPISTS 
TYPING: F ASTF.ST fingers on 
campus! If you want quality 
work, in a short amount of 
time, call me. Stephanie 
277-1124. 
,. ~,. - ... -----, 
.... --·---· - ----·· -, .. 
.-
SINGING TELEGRAMS. 
Wild, ·witty, Wonderful! A 
great surpirse for all occasions. 
Deifvered- with billoons. 
273-4175. 
. ' r------~-~~~---------~--------------~~~~Y 
.i CLASSIFIEDS. .·i 
ITo Place Your··ctassified: I--
I 
I 
11. Send To-
I 
I THE ITHACAN I C/O ITHACA COLLEGE 
I ITHACA,NY 
I 14850 I Or If You Live On-Campus 
THE ITHACAN I DILLINGHAM CENTER 
I [Care Of Intercampus Mail] I . 
1· RATES: 
2. Drop Off-
At the ITHACAN In the Basement 
Of Landon Hall, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Non-Commercial: $3.00 for the first 15 words and$. 10 for 
each additional word. 
Business: $4.00 for the first 15 words and $.15 for each ad-
ditional word. 
Personal: $1.00 for the first 15 words and $.10 for each ad-
ditional word. 
I Deadline: Monday before 5:00 pm. 
I AD FORM 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
Please Print ledgibly or type this form 
NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
PHONE NUMBER: 
DATES TO RUN: 
MESSAGE: 
I I ALL CHECKS MUST BE MADE OUT TO The Ithacan. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I J 
· L ............. -..... .., _________________ ._,.., .. __ .,.._,__ ... ., ...... 1. ·-
BL~M COUNTY ,.... ______ _ by •erke Breathed_ 
-----------
.,._,i 
Ir 5/IM 
PONl1W50N 
5H()(Jt.P 115}<., 
He'5 .Jf/ST- IN-. 
II /r€tt(7iof/~ ' 
fff?VOR. 
/ 
GARF-fELD~:.by Jim_ pa.vis 
OKA~ GARFIE!R IN TEN SECONV!> CAPTURING FOR P05TERrT'f·A 
Tl-It. TIME.I\ WILL GO OFF PORTRAIT OF A SOPHIS1ICATEP 
· - · YOON<s MAN AND MIS f'AITMFLJL 
.___'"!I'""~~ C.OMPANION 
WH€W/PrJ€5 
Ml?TICIPl1TO/Z.Y 
Pe'MOCl?ACY 
PUT 11 t.1/MP IN 
Yt\'.IR 1Hf<CI_IT. mo _.., 
I 
PEANUTS@ by Charles M. Schu-lz 
SIR-JtERE'5 Tl-IE TRIANGLE 
THAT I SORROWED .. 
I.C. ·clIAOS by Scott Johnson 
You KMOtJJ, fi.//5 f;CX:iK. 
SAYS ·(I/Af NOW ,uffl 
A f?£ oVfR ON£ ~ILL/ON 
C~INESE oi\l 11ll'5 
PlANff !! 
· ~ Edward·Jul ws Collegiate CW8703 
ACROSS 45 Memo 11 Work in a 
restaurant 47 Gaudy exhibition 
1 Actor Everett, 53 Home for birds 12 Reply (abbr.) 
13 Rocky cliff 
18 That: Fr. 
et al. 55 Charlotte -
6 Finishes a cake 56 Thin limb 
10 Pete Weber's 58 Pine extracts 22 Sharp turn 
organization 59 German pronoun 
13 Attach, as a bow 60 - maj'esty · 24 Potential base hi 25 A Roosevelt 
tie (2 wds.) 61 Entomologist's 
14 "I Remember -" spec,.imen · 27 French menu item 29 City in Georgia 
30-Astronomy prefix 
13_L.W-ai:·memor,ie.ls-. . 
15 Keyboard maneuver 62 Greek 1 letters 
16 Gulch·•.: : • : 63,P-arf of B.A. 
17 -. - phone 64 Barbara and .. ,32.P.ig - __ poke . 
"19 Amphitheatres: Lat. Anthony 
20 Ascends · ·- ''33° Take· it' very easy 35 Certain votes· - · · 
,.37 Sault -21 Low-mpg car (2 wds) 
23 Pinball machine 
word 
26 - parade 
28 Vegas cube -
29 Gu11111y substances 
4 In an unstable 
· position (2 wds.) 
J6 Negative verb form 
(2 wds.) 
37 Pelted with rocks 
38 - Zone 
39 D.D.S.'s field 
42 Yo~o --
39 Letter opener 
1 Bow or Barton 40 Pepsin and ptyalin 
2 Itchy skin con- 41 Pince--
DOWN 
dition 44 More infuriated 
3 Mimicking 46 Miss Arden 
4 Gennan name for 48 Change the Gan-
the Danube stitution 
5 Take li9htly 49 Cup for cat~ au lait 
(2 wds.J 50 Foreigner 
6 Sudden urge 51 Element 130 (pl.) 
7 Magic flyers 52 Piquancy . -; 
43 Mortgage bearer 
8 Political refugee 54 Spanish for island·. 
9 Healthy: Sp. - · 56 Slahgy photos 
,10 Clev_eland, e.g. 57 Here: Fr. 
LAST WEEKS SOLUTION: 
LANDLORDS, 
STUDENTS: 
Do you have an apartment or 
house to rent or lease for the sum-
mer or for next semester? If you 
do, why not advertise in the 
Classifieas. Section of the Ithacan. 
The paper reaches the Ithaca Col-
le_ge community. If you would 
liRe tp place an ad or have any 
questions: · 
Call 274-3207 
- ' 
- I~ THE ~CAN .. April ·7, 1988 
-,.:.....,~=~=======================~=., 
__ ,,, 
-..... 
--· 
SIMEON'S LATE NIGHT MENU--10:30-12:30 
MUNCHIES 
-MOZZERELLA STICKS-served with a side of marinara sauce -2.95 
POTATO SKINS-with cheddar cheese, real bacOil and sour cream 3.95 
BREADED CHICKEN FINGERS-honey mustard, Bar-B-Q /cajun sauce 4.25 
BREADED MUSHROOMS-served with a side of marinara sauce· 2.25 
CAJUN SHRIMP-jumbo shrimp broiled in wine and cajun seasoning 5.95 
NACHOS-served with ·our delicious salsa 1.75 
NACHO PLATTER-with melted chesse, jalapenos and salsa 3.50 
GARLIC BREAD-quarter loaf or half loaf 1.25/1.75 
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE-quarter loaf or half loaf 1.75/2.75 
HOT SUBS-with potato chips 
MEATBALL, EGGPLANT OR SAUSAGE 
RO-B-RONI 
FRENCH BREAD PIZZA 
extra toppings--half-. 30each, full~. 50each 
choice of mushrooms, bacori, onion, extra cheese, 
• pepperoni, peppers 
COLD SUBS-with potato chips, lettuce, tomato and 
mayo or mustard 
ROAST BEEF,TURKEY OR HAM 
TUNA SALAD OR CHICKEN SALAD 
SOUP AND SALAD 
SOUP OF THE DAY-cup or bowl 
BROCCOLI CHEDDAR SOUP - cup or bowl 
SMALL TOSSED SALAD 
CHEF SALAD 
CHICKEN SALAD 
dressings: dijon vinaigrette, ranch, french, italian, russian, 
bleu cheese, oil and vinegar 
CHEESE BOARDS ETC. 
BRIE & CRACKERS 
BRIE & VEGGIES-served with our special dip 
CHEESE & CRACKERS-cheddar, swiss and provolone 
CHEESE & MEAT-pepperoni and salami 
VEGGIES-served with our special dip 
' ' 
WE ALSO SERVE A FULL DESSERT MENU 
HALF/FULL 
2. 75;4_:75 
3.50/5.5-0 
2.25/4.25 
_ -3.50 /5.50_. 
2.95/4.95 
1.75/2.25 
2.00/2.50 
2.25 
4.50 
4.50 
3.95 
4.95 
4.95 
5.75 
3.95 
·~pril7;·1M,. I• ! • 
B-aseball--
from page 18 ; 
ed Jter the gamJ: ."I ~es~. l p1/some psychological pressure 
on myse~ for the year,~ that I'm close but not quite there 
(to the wm record). I think I ve developed a little bit of trouble 
from that and I worked out of it pretty good today, I thought.,, 
Gill~ helped by plenty of offense in game one. Ithaca opened 
a 10-0 !tad before Hartwick even scored, powered by a two-run 
home~ by Brian PaJ:otte. Five Bombers had at least two hits, 
including Parrotte, Vmcent Roman, Steve Graham, Shawn 
Ogilvie, and Dan Eckert. 
In the second~ of the twinbill, Bomber bats cooled slightly 
but pitching s<>nti,nued hot as Doug Duell shut the Warriors down' 
allowing only four hits. Duell struck out four while walking thr~ 
to~ hi_s seasoois record to 3-1: Ogilvie showed his versatility 
by finis1$g-the-game to record his first save, while going 5-for-8 
on the day as. the designated hitter. 
Ithaca's big inning was the second, where the Bombers scored 
three runs with four ~nsecutive hits; a triple by Ogilvie, and 
singles by Eckert, Fntz Hamburg, and Mike Valente. The 
BombefS'_also.ran wild, stealing 10 bases over the two games (in-
cluding four by Vincent Roman). 
The Bombers 1_1ow have a tremendous 39-5-1 advantage in the 
all-time series with the Warriors, dating back to 1931. There are 
two home dates on the slate for this week: Clarkson on Thurs-
day, and St. Lawrence on Saturday. Both doubleheaders start 
at 1pm at Freeman Field. 
nt~r~sted in sports 
riting~ Call Mike' 
t 21-4~3:207. 
EXPRESSIVE MEN'S SPORTSWEAR DEPT. 
ENTIRE STOCK OF SPORTSWEAR 
BUY 1 ITEM AT REGULAR PRICE, 
PURCHASE 2nd ITEM OF EQUAL 
O'R LESSER VALUE AT 30% OFF. 
A perfect chance to purchase 
new spring fashions from: 
HEARTLAND • GIRBAUD • MOTTO 
GUESS • TOMMY HILFIGER 
UNGARO • REUNION • MEXX 
BASCO • PARJ}~l.A)( • AXIS 
-,-,~, 
IRVLEWIS, 
ON THE-C<vMMONS. .'· ·: ·· . '.' 
OPEN 'TIL 9 P:f\1:/f.HORS. & FRI.· .. ,,.· .. 
.. ...... __ ..: ...... -~ ... ;:r ..... ,J.'..,. - ... ' 
\ • ' I ·: ' ~ ,!. ~ 
, 
The commons 
273~7154 
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* FREE llug_by wit.h- every 
purchase of $125.00 
-
see Page 14 , ~-
DRESS SHIRT & TIE SPECIAL · 
BUY 1 ITEM AT REGULAR PRICE, GET.A 
2ndONE OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE AT 
30%OFF 
GIORGIO ARMAN I • PETER'S & ASHLEY • EAGLE 
BILL ROBINSON • HOLBROOK • YSL • SAVOY 
NINO CERRUTI • IRV LEWIS • ROOSTER • IMPERIAL 
VALENTINO• G.J. CAHN• BARRY KORMAN 
AND MORE. 
ENTIRE STOCK SPRING OUTERWEAR 
10-20- 30% OFF 
AUTHENTIC IMPORTS• NAUTICA • M. JULIAN 
WALLAMAN • WYOMING REDS • SHORT SLEEVE 
. KNIT SPORTSHIRTS BY: OUTERBANKS - YOUR 
CHOICE INTERLOCK OR MESH KNIT, 15 COLORS. 
Orig. 22. NOW s1799 
SHORTSLEEVE WOVEN MADRAS SHIRTS 
Orig. 29. NOW s2499 
ENTIRE STOCK OF CASUAL SPRING PANTS 
FROM OUR I.I. LEWIS, METRO & IRV LEWIS 
STUDIO DEPTS. 
BUY 1 PANT AT REGULAR .PRICE, GET A 
2nd PANT OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE AT 
30%OFF 
• SAHARA CLUB• WALLAMAN • RUFF HEWN . 
WYOMING REDS• GENERRA • UNION BAY 
BRITISH KHAKI • JEFFERY BANKS• M. JULIAN 
(Excludes Polo By Ralph Lauren) 
ENTIRE STOCK OF SPRING 
WOVEN & KNIT SPORT SHIRTS 
BUY 1 SHIRT AT REGULAR P_RICE, GET A 
2nd SHIRT OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE AT 
30%OFF 
WALLAMAN • RUFF HEWN • GENERRA 
_,.Q.P.·• AMERICANJ~LUE ~ AND MORE. jJ ,z;:''. 
·· · ·. (Excludes Polo by Ralph Lauren) · .1 ~, · 
" ·-· ~' ,_ .... ""'"'·'~"- ,_ 4 .... ,._ ,._,.._ ,,,.__ -'-.... ._ ·-"" • 
.. 
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~.Jtreek in review 
Women )axers win two, lqse one 
' . • ~ ' ~ t .;, :: . 
Coach. Andrea Golden's squad 
opened its season with an 8-5 loss at 
Cornell on Tuesday. The Bombers 
trailed 6-0 at the half before rallying. 
Senior Jennifer Mackenzie tallied 
twice for Ithaca and senior goalie 
Amy Busby made 10 saves after truc-
ing over the net minding duties in the 
second half._ . 
The Bombers rebounded two days 
later and beat Hartwick, 12-7. 
MacKenzie scored four times, 
sophomore Tracy Deyle added three 
goals and juniors Amy Ayers and 
Mary Kelly Raye] scored two apiece. 
Sophomore Christine Dubee stopped 
~,, 13 shots in goal. 
Ithaca extended its modest winning 
streak to two games with a 13-5 vic-
tory over Lock Haven on Saturday. 
in the Ben Light Gymnasium at 1pm. 
The team, led by captain Bob Con-
stadine is in first place in the league 
division having beaten Syracuse 
University and Oswego State. The 
team took two second places in area 
tomnaments losing to Cornell Univer-
sity an<l Syracuse. 
Captain Constadine and player Bill 
Rude were nominated. All-tourney 
players by the coaches at two different 
tournaments. The team is also led by 
spikers Tom Smith, Ezra Patentreger, 
Chris Gordon. Defensively, the team 
is supported by Ray Kristal] and Mark 
Schwartz. 
Toe team will also be hosting 
Hamilton and RIT on Sunday, April 
17 at 1pm. 
~y Kristan 
JWUO, Stacy Gold =red fi,e goals = 
and Ayers tallied four times. . L JV Baseball 
Men's Volleyball I The Bombers split a double header 
This Sunday, April IO, the men's 
volleyball team will host its first home 
game challenging Colgate and Cor-
tland State. The match will take place 
_ with Mohawk Valley Community 
College on Thursday, winning 5-1, 
and losing the second contest, 13-11 
in nine innings. Sophomore pitcher 
Andy Brussel tossed a four-hitte~ and 
Tennis-----
from ·page 19 · 
prove to be a valuable asset to the 
team in the future. Junior Steve 
Kurlander lost his match to Todd 
Hargrove 2-6, 1-6 while teammates 
Rufus Choate, Mark Hoerbelt, and 
~ Jim Queen fell to their opponents as 
well. Jim Hal of Hamilton defeated 
Choate 7-5, 4-6, 6-4. Beanie Durfee 
outlasted Hoerbelt 6-4, 7-5 and Queen 
lost a h-arcf fought match to :Oan. 
Burke 6-2,- 3-6, 4-6. 
Chmoker and Hal 7-6, 6-4 in the first 
match setting a winning precedent for 
the rest to follow. Youth and ex-
perience complimented each other 
well as Axelrod and Bradshaw team-
ed together to defeat Hargrove and 
Kullescid 6-2, 2-6, 6-3. Finally, 
Ithaca's Chaute and Greenstone easily 
defeated Marxson and Burke 6-1, 6-1. 
Coach Faulkner was generally 
pleased with the team's performance 
and is looking forward to a winning 
season. Toe team ended last year with 
a commendable record of 7-2. 
The team was much more suc-
cessful in doubles action, sweeping the 
remaining matches. The combination 
of Kurlander and Queen defeated 
i..,-"• - -. .- • 
: ' "\~ :· .. ' 
OUT. AT SECOND: Bomber shortstop, Dan Burns, tsgs out 
the Cortland runner during Monday afternoon's doubleheader 
~·, against the Red Dragons. 
'-
Gill ties record, 
·:.Bombers win 
BY ERIC JOHN KLOIBER _ 
struck out seven in a complete game RBI and · fteshnmn-'." outfielder Ken munity College swept the Bombers, 
victory in the opener. Six ·different Hammel was 2-for,5 with four RBl's 3.1 and 11-3. In game one, 
performers contnouted hits and five including;i three-run triple; F~ sopliomore pitcher Lou 'Gehring 
knocked in runs for the Bombers. outfield Keith Pavia added a 3-for-6 allowed only five hits and two earn-
The bats continued to boom in the effort at the plate and freshman ·rust ed runs, but the Bombers could only 
second contest but eight errors spell- baseman Al Oliva. was 3-for-7 with manage five hits. Pavia knocked in 
ed defeat in extra innings. Sophomore · two triples. two runs in the second game. 
second baseman Brian Fruscio was On Saturday, Onondaga Com-
3-for-5 with three runs scored and two 
.:·· .. _.iJ,.~~""'';rc.;;."'J 
FAST BREAK: An Ithaca attacker flies by her Hartwick opponent in IC's-12-7 win over the Lady Warriors, 
MAKE THE SPRlNG SPLASH WITH SPECTATORS 
crafted by - BANDOLINO 
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GOLF.A - tailored perfed snip toe oxford. 
Navy /white. 68. 
NATI - cap toe; spectator pump with 
hooded heel. . 1 • 
Navy/white or black patent/white. 72. 
GOLA _ snip toe, t-strap scalloped 
spectator. 
Black leather /white. 68. Saturday afternoon in Oneonta, the Bomber baseball team renewed its traditional rivalry with the Hartwick College War-
riors for the first time since 19'78. At Damaschke Field, home 
of the New York-Penn League's Oneonta Yankees, the Bombers 
~' came away with 12-3 and 5-1 victories. 
Chris Gill. the Bombers' senior lefthander, tied the lthaca Col-
lege record for career victories by notching his 21st win in the 
',,\~ · first game. Gill did not allow a hit in the-first four innings, and 11.t:~up~--fum:~-~~·=::: 17 ------~------ON THE COMMONS • OPEN 'TIL 9 P. M. THURS. & FRI. , -· 
··-···············-·······-···-------~--~---·-···--·l 
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Scoreboard 
: . ' 
SPORTS THIS WEEK 
Golf 
4/Jl vs. OJ/gate, Oswego, /pm 
Track 
4/9 Men at Masrif,e/d 
4/9 Women al ,Albany 
Baseball 
4/17 vs. Clarkson, 1pm 
4/9 vs. St. Lawrence, 1pm 
Men's Lacr_osse 
4/9at RPI 
Women's Lacrosse 
4/7 vs. Oneonta, 3:30 
4//0 at Wheilton 
Crew 
4/9 vs. Georgetown, /Oam 
Tennis 
4/9 vs. St. Lawrence, /pm 
4/12 at Hobart 
Softball 
4112 at Colgate 
Intramural Doubles Badminton 
Tournament 
Who: Open to all Ithaca College 
female and male students, faculty, 
and staff. 
What: Men's, Women's, and Co-Rec 
Doubles Badmint_on Tournament. 
This tournament will be· completed in 
one night. There will be pro and semi-
pro divisions depending _on the 
number of entries in each division. 
Where: Play begins at 7:00 p.m. on 
Wednesday April 20th, Hill Center 
_., Gym. 
When: Entries are due on Friday 
April 15th. Entries may be picked up 
in the Recreational Sports Office 
Room 70 Hill Center 
Intramural Swim Meet 
Who: Open to Ithaca College male 
and female students, staff, and facul-
ty. Ithaca College intercollegiate 
swimmers are ineligible to participate. 
What: Swim meet with men's and 
women's events and a co-rec relay. 
The events include the 100 yd. free,' 50 
yd. back, 50 yd. breast, 50 yd. fly, 50 
yd. free, 100 yd. individual medley, 
200 yd. freestyle relay, 100 yd. medley 
relay, co-rec relay. 
Where: Thursday April 21st, begin-
ning at 7:00 p.m., Hill Center Pool. 
When: Entries are due by Friday 
April 15th. An individual may swim 
in up to a maximum of three evnets. 
Team entries are due also on Friday 
April 15th at 5:00 p.m. in the Recrea-
tional Sports Office Room 70 Hill 
Center. If you have any questions 
contact the Recreational Sports Office 
at 274-3320. 
Golf Tournament 
Who: Open to Ithaca College male 
and female students, staff, and facul-
ty. Intercollegiate golfers are ioeligi-
ble to participate. 
What: Individual golf tournament 
which will have two or three flights 
depending on the number of 
participants. 
Where: Catatonk Golf Club (607) 
659-4600. Sec back for directions. 
When: Saturday, April 23rd, 1988. 
Tee off time will begin at 11 ;00 a.m. 
and will be assigned. You may request 
who you want in your foursome or a 
twosome paring. 
Ithaca CoUege Scores 
Baseball 
IC JO Mansfield 12 
IC 12 Mansfield 10 
IC 12 Hartwick 3 
IC 5 Hartwick 1 
Men's Lacrosse 
IC 8 Colgate 7 
IC 8 LeMoyne 4 
IC 2 SUNY Cortland 21 
Women's Lacrosse 
IC S Comell 8 
IC 12 Hartwick 7 
IC 13 tock Haven 5 
Softball 
IC 2 Montclair State 1 
lC 4 Montclair State IO 
IC 1 Trenton State 8 
IC O Trenton State 6 
Men's Tennis 
IC 4 Hamilton 5 
J. V. Baseball 
IC 5 Mohawk Valley C.C. I 
IC II Mohawk Val. C.C. (9) 13 
IC I Onondaga C.C. 3 
IC 3 Onondaga C.C. (6) I I 
JV Lacro,5e 
Morriwille 12 IC 3 
Crew 
S}Tacuse Var~ity over Ithaca Var~ity 
Syracuse JV over Ithaca JV 
Ithaca NCl\ice over Syracuse Nm1ce 
Entry Fee: $15.00 per person. This 
fee includes 18 holes green fee, 
awards, and barbeque chicken buffet. 
Pull carts and riding carts are not in-
cluded in the fee. Pull carts are $1.50 
and riding carts are $15.00. When 
submitting entry please ind.iciate if you 
want a pull cart or riding cart. 
Don't let yom:g1asses blur 
your vision. 
\\"I I I I II I' ,li><"<"I 'ioun«·S<>l\\llll" orl 1/imrn«·sol,pir11,.1lw,1lu1hol H.'l lt'r,l~c1,, HI( ... -<HIil(("",( ' - • I I . Ith· ,1-1,s(J.Og'l\'C ( on tent ·~ llu· SCI Jill" 11 ·, llllJ>t H l.llll lt I ~Ill)\\ th 1, lx·c. (UJ',(" th<.' '\I/'(' ,UH 'l,lJ>< () t g' . . 
I · I l I I I 11,,·, ·,r u n,,,lh d, mi-.ml( l><"ll]l ea dis1ot1t"d 1mp1t·,-,1llt1 111 '"" Jilli< "" 11 10 ' • I I h I · ur 
So wht·n vou ·1 t· ,uu 111,h,11"<' ,1 Hilt'< he.Tl wllh lrll'nd,. u·11u.·1nh< I ho\, rnu, l ,1 < o o 1, u1 \O 
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A public service message from WilJCJ?ogers Institute 
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Softball weak 
in late innings 
BY HEATHER MACKERSIE 
In Division III . college softball, 
Ithaca was ranked 11th in the nation 
going into last week. On Friday they 
played number five Montclair State 
and Saturday they faced number one 
Trenton State. 
In the first game against Montclair, 
Ithaca won 2-1, behind the pitching of 
Julie Willcox. She was also the offen-
sive and defensive player of the game. 
Coach Jane Jacobs was pleased with 
Julie's performance. "Julie played an 
excellent game, she varied all of her 
pitches." Julie also hit for the first 
time this season and got a RBI. 
Coach Jacobs said, "We really did 
play a solid offense and defense." 
In the second match against Mont-
clair, Ithaca lost 104, with Cindy 
Gorsch pitching. Ithaca was winning 
4-1 up to the fourth inning, then the 
tables turned and they had one really 
bad inning. In the ~nd game, Vicky 
Rizzolo was 3-4· at the plate and Deb 
Smith was 2-4 with two RBI's. 
Jacobs was "pleased with the hit-
ting in the Montclair games." 
Against Trenton State, Ithaca 
played well but lost both games. In the 
first game Willcox delivered good pit-
ches, but Trenton was hitting very 
well. Ithaca was ahead 2-1 going into 
the bottom of the sixth inning but 
once again the tables turned and Tren-
ton took advantage of several Ithaca 
errors. 
Marie Hibgy had one RBI in this 
game and Diana Gorsch was 2-3 at the 
plate. The defensive player of the 
game was Willcox. 
The second game Gorsch pitched 
four and a half innings and Willcox • 
finished ghe game. Again Trenton 
played very well and won the game 
with a score of 6-0. · 
Gretchen Lynch was 2 for 3 at the 
plate. producing a double and a tri-
ple. "Lynch called a good game from 
behind the plate and was the offensive 
player of the game," said Jacobs. 
Gorsch was the defensive player of the 
game. 
Coach Jacobs says that, "We play 
a good game up to the sixth inning, . 
but we need help in the seventh inning. 
This Wednesday Ithaca will have 
their first home game against Scran-
ton, and next Tuesday they will travel 
to Colgate. 
IC tennis team 
loses opener, 5-4 , ·-
BY EVE DEFOREST 
The men's tennis team opened their 
season last Thursday against 
Hamilton College at Hamilton. The 
Bombers lost the match by a score of 
5 4 but proved to be formidable com-
petition t,mder the guidance of Coach 
Tim Faulkner. 
Returning for his fourth season, 
s u MM 
88' 
senior Pete Bradshaw claimed the 
team's sole win in singles competition. 
Bradshaw defeated Hamilton's Paul 
Markson 6-7, 6-4, 6-4. Competing in 
the number two spot, freshman Mike 
Axelrod lost an intense match to Dan 
Shapiro 6-7, 6-7. Axelrod has shown 
great promise in practice and should 
see Tennis page 18 
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Lacrosse 
splits, 
record 
now 2-4 
BY BRIAN ROTHMAN 
The Ithaca College men's lacrosse 
team split their two games last week, 
defeati11g LeMoyne College on 
-- ~Wednesday and then falling to Divi-
sion III powerhouse Cortland State 
last Saturday. 
In the most recent game, the 
Bombers (2-4) were overpowered by 
Cortland State, 21-2. The Red 
Dragons, ranked tenth in the nation 
in Division III, dominated all facets 
of the contest. Ithaca coach Jeff Long 
was not pleased with the outcome. 
"The game was a circus. 
Everything really went wrong and 
things just didn't develop." 
The contest was marred by a bench-
clearing brawl late in the fourth 
period. 
Gary McLaughlin and Mike Dan-
drea scored Ithaca's lone goals with 
Tom Corcoran assisting on 
McLaughlin's tally. Tim McElduff 
registered 11 saves in goal and reserve 
goalie Mike Hungerford turned away 
· three shots . 
.. _,. 'The game was a 
circus' 
In the Bomber's 8-4 victory against 
LeMoyne College last Wednesday, 
Ithaca was powered by Dandrea, who 
tallied four goals and an assist. 
Ithaca trail¢ LeMoyne, 3-1, before 
scoring seven bf the game's next eight 
goals. George Harris had two goals 
and one assist. McLaughlin assisted 
on two goals and Jim Bignova and 
Ken Cotton scored one goal apiece. 
Goalie Tim McElduff turned away 
15 shots in the nets. 
The Bombers converted on two of 
four man-up opportunities while 
holding the Division II Dolphins 
scoreless in nine man-up chances. 
Coach Long was pleased with his 
team's effort. 
"We played a full, solid 60 minutes 
,._ and the wins was a result of a lot of 
' hard work. We won on ground balls 
and offensively we finally came 
together." 
With the Bomber's record currently 
at 2-4, Long feels the team is coming 
... along as expected. 
"Everyone was dissatisfied with the 
Cortland State game. It was a game 
which we would like to just write off 
the books. But besides from that, 
we're not that far way. And with the 
. big bulk of our ~chedule coming up 
against ICAC schools, we have to im-
~ pfove our overall team intensity and 
gain some more confidence." 
The Bombers visited another. 
powerhouse yesterday, ta1cing on the 
.· .. ·. · · - Statesman of Hobart in what figured f / .·--.· . . to be an extremely tough test for 
:: ::-. ·-~~:; Ithaca. 
:.-:_:- : · :> .' Ithaca's next game is this Saturday 
t~·:/~ .. o · >_·wh~1.they:travel eastward to-Troy·to 
~t,:.-i·> '}.//iarigle'.Mlith RiPV e, ,, .- . ift-:-r,-:.··/l-t'.! j ~ I 1 ' \-~.,. • 
",r."'r'' ,,· 4{1,1: ' ' \ ,._. ' , 
·t{:\t-;·\·-r---a~,,· ~ -c., \ ~ \ · 
~,;~, .. ·-.,~tl.;,.t'·,( '·" ~ l'( \ ' ' .; \.., ' J,;4•_:•.J{,.-;.~~ i j "'("r; 4' I \ •, I 
D
PURSUIT: _IC midfielder Tom Corcoran (white) is pursued by a Cortland defender'last Saturday. The Bombers liad a rough lime with the Red 
ragons, losmg 21-2. 
Ra def inspires fell ow athletes 
For those of you who know Bar-
bara Radef, you are familiar with a 
woman of fantastic character. Her 
overwhehningly warm personality has 
won her many friends here at Ithaca 
College. During her first two years at 
IC, Radef became a model for all 
student-athletes, her disciplined and 
diligent work ethic resulted in her 
becoming the best distance freestyler 
in the history of Ithaca College 
women's swimming. 
Paula Miller, women's swimming 
coach, remarked, "Barbara was one 
of the most important team athletes 
we've ever had. She was concerned 
with everyone's attitude, successes and 
failures, Her enthusiasm was con-
tagious, not only for the swim team, 
but for the whole Ithaca College 
community." 
The same tenacious attitude led to 
much success in the classroom as well, 
her 3.3 overall G.P.A. ranked her 
among the top student athletes in the 
school. Barbara's G.P.A. during the 
, spring 1987 semester earned her 
Dean's List recognition. 
. In the past year Radef has had to 
overcome more than most of us will 
face in a lifetime. Last June she was 
involved in a near fatal cycling acci-
dent during a local triathalon. After 
, SP,C9~ thr~ .~op~ jn TheS.UNY 
.. ~~ and ~<;ert~in ~: · 
and undergoing several major opera-
tions, Radef has moved to the Rusk 
Institute in New York City where she 
is currently undergoing strenuous 
rehabilitation therapy. • 
Everyone who has been in contact 
with Radef is amazed by the spirits of 
this young woman. She has continued 
to keep her chin up and fight with the 
same enthusiasm and determination 
that led to the successes in the other 
aspects of her life. As of late, Radef 
has endured many setbacks since 
moving to Rusk that have slowed her 
progress. Yet, she has overcome every 
obstacle presented thus far. 
Raders family has given her in-
valuable support and strength during 
these trying times. Her mother spent 
the whole summer with her in 
Syracuse while her father and the rest 
of the family would drive from their 
home in Queens, NY every weekend 
to see her. Raders parents, each of 
whom work, hav~ made time to spend 
several hours a day with their 
daughter since her move to Rusk. Her 
younger brother Trifon has found a 
part-time job after schopl to help his 
parents with the financial burdens. 
During her freshman year she made 
. an immediate impression on her 
fellow swimmers as well as the record 
books. Her tpughness and diligence 
was recognized by thb (>thet meri and 
I ' ' '\ I ) ~ ~ ,• J •. 
women on the team. This hard work 
paid off as Radef soon found herself 
among the top swimmers in New 
York State. Radef won the 500 and 
1000 yd. freestyles at the Conference 
Championship and then went on to 
become the state champion in the 500 
yd. freestyle. 
'Her enthusiasm 
was contagious' 
At the state meet Radef qualified 
for the Division III National meet in 
the 200 yd. breast stroke, 500 and 
1650 yd. freestyles and as a member 
of the 800 yd. freestyle relay. At the 
national meet, Radef earned 
Honorable Mention All-American 
honors. In addition to these national 
achievements, she also holds the 
school varsity records in the 500 l(XX) 
and 1650 yd. freestyles. ' ' 
Raders outstanding freshman year 
proved the way to her becoming an 
NCAA All-American as a member of 
the 800 yd. freestyle relay during her. 
soph~more year. Last year Radefwas 
appomted team captain by her peers 
and due to the fact that she could not 
attend IC this year siie was made 
Honorary Captain so the swimmers 
, hav, felt~ presence even thoughshe · .· 
· ooJJldn'.t be.tbere:with them. 
At this point Radef has regained 
use of her right arm, although she 
hasn't regained the use of her left ann. 
or legs. Currently, she is working hard 
at Rusk on improving her condition. 
Raders whole life has been dedicated 
to training and reaching goals and 
now her greatest challenge is the ac-
ceptance of what she was and is now. 
Her goals are now redefined, to be an 
athlete of a new kind and to return to' 
Ithaca College by the Fall of 1989. 
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